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I

THE MINUTES OF THE MEETTNG OF
THE REGENTS OF THE: UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
April 3, 1958
The regular annual meeting of the Regents, which was
scheduled for March 10., did not materialize. Several
of the Regents were unable to attend, and it was suggested. by Mr. Finlay MacGillivray, Secretary~Treasurer,
who was present, that th-e meeting be recessed until
April 3.

March 10
Meeting
Recessed

******
After receiving through the mail a copy of a resolution
relating to the security clearance of the University of
New Mexico, the Regents approved unanimously by. telephone and personal communication the following docU,ID._ent.

Ad Interim
Action

A RESOLUTION BY THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO BOARD OF REGENTS
CONCERNING CLASSIFIED RESEARCH

I

WHEREAS, The' University of New Mexico antic.ipates participating in research for the.United States Department of Defense,
and
WHEREAS, The Department of Defense requires a facility
security clearance of the University before approving research
contract s, and
WHEREAS, Personal security clearance is required of the
University of New Mexico's Board of Regents, its President,
Vice President, and Comptroller in order to be granted facility
security clearance, and
. WHEREAS, All the required personnel of the University have
received personal security clearances except for Regent Dorothy.
Woodward, and
WHEREAS, The estimated time to complete the full investigation required ofrRegent Dorothy Woodward for personal security
clearance is prohibitive, and

I

WHEREAS, The Department 'of Defense has pend~ng a contract
research project with the University subject to personal
security clearance of Regent Woodward., and
WHEREAS, The Depa:r:tment of .Defense cannot approve the pending contract research.projerl with the University so long as
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Regent Dorothy Woodward has not received a personal security
clearance but may have access to classified information in
the University, and

I

WHEREAS, Regent DQrothy Woodw.ard is not required, nor
shall have, and can be effectively denied, access to classified inf0rmation in the possession of the University, and
does not occupy a .position that will enabl.e heIr to affect
adversely the Univer~ity' s policies and pr,actices in the
performance.of classified contracts for the Department of
Defense; ~herefore, be it
.
RESOLVED:.. That the Board of Regent s of the.Universi"ty of
New Mexico affirms that: Regent Dorothy Woodward' d.oe.s not require, nor have, and can be effectively denied, access to
classified information in the possession of the University,
and does not occupy a position that will enabl.e: .her ·to affect
adversely the University's policies or practices in. the per.;..
formance of. classified contracts for the Department of. Defense; an"d, that classified information in the University can
and will be excluded from Regent Woodward until such time as
a personal security clearance has been granted Regent Woodward.
This action is approved by a unanimous decision of the
Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico, as of March
13,: ,1958 and shall be made a matter of official reco.rd of the
Un.iversity .and. two copies of such ac,tion .'shall be furnished
to' the Office of the Inspector General, Kirtland Air Force
Base, New Mexi. co.

Attested

I

y.

* * * * * *
The recessed meeting was called to order at 11:00 AM on Thursday,
April 3, 1958, in the Regents' Room, by the Vice President of
the Board, Dr. Dorothy Woodward.
Present:

Dr. Dorothy Woodward
Mr. Finlay MacGillivray
Dr. Ralph R. Lopez
Mr. We sl ey Quirin

I

I

Absent:

Mr. Jack Korber

Also present:. President Popejoy

* * * * * *
President Popejoy presented the 1958-59 budget for
current and plant funds. He pointed out that it was
necessary for 'the Regents to approve a summary form
of this budget at this time in order that the University might proceed with the preparation of the detailed
budget which must be presented to the State BO'ard of
Educational Finance sometime early in May. The budget
figures~ follow.

Budget

UNI~ERSITY-OF NEW MEXICO
.. Budget Summaries :1957-58 and 1958-59
CURRENT FUNDS

I

Revised
Budget

Proposed
-Budget

1957-58

1958-59

.Income:
Student-Fees
$
915,000
...
Land and ,Permanent Funds
55,000
.Appropriations
3,164,862
Miscellaneous.
125·,138
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL $ 4,260,000
Organized Activities
260,000
Non-Educational
660,000
Auxiliaries
1,300,000

$ 1,200,000
55,000
3,228,9r2
191,088
$ 4,675,000
250,000
665,000
1,340,000

TOTAL CURRENT FUNDS INCOME·

$ 6,930,000

$ 6,480,000

Expenditures: .
Administrative & General
$
590;000
Instruction
2,567,800
Organized Research
66,150
Extension
87,550
Libraries
218,500
Buildings and Grounds
650,000
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL $ 4,180,000
Organized Activities
460,000
'Non.:.Educ at ional
66O,000
:"
1.,180,000
Auxiliaries
TOTAL CURRENT 'FUNDS. EXPENDITURES '$ 6,480,000

r

I

625,000
2,860,000
70,500
.84,500
225,000
700,,000
$ 4,565,000
480,000
665,000
1,220,000

$

$ 6,930,000

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
BUDGET SUMMARIES. 1956-57, 1957-58, 1958-59.
PLANT"FUNDS .

Income:
Building & Improvemep.t Bonds
Student Union Bonds
Men's Dormitory Bonds
,Sale of Property
Interest Earned
Land & Permanent Fund. Income
Depreciation Transfers
Miscellaneous
TOTAL PLANT FUNDS. INCOME
Balances Carried Forward
TOTAL AVAILABLE

Actu~l "
1956-57

$

21,250
16,722
146,056
25,456 '.
9,108
$ 218,592
2'430 610
$2:649:202

Revised
Budget
1957-58
$. 200,000
150,000
150,000
50,000.
50,000
50,000·
25~000

22,059

Proposed
BUdget
1958-59
$

I

800,000
2,850,000
1,65°,000
250,000
20,000
25,000
30,000

Expenditures:
Buildings:
WO,m,en' s Dormitory
$ 671,599
Utility System
44',351
$ 385,000
Gymnasium
1,378,497
Speech, Television'
96,655
$2,850,000
150,000
Student.Union
1,650,000
150,000
Men.' s .Dormitory
30,000
.,
30,000
Highway. Laporatory ... :
650,000
Lecture Hall, Fine Arts " '
80,000
40,000
Improvements To Buildings.
13,687
Improvements, Other than. to Bldgs:
. 10,000
20,-000
Land eIld ~,mprovement s
.
625
10,000
Physical Education Fields
.
75,000
Water Well, Reservoir
175,000
Heating Plant
7,000
7,QOO
Automobile Replacements
7,910
Furniture & Equipment for:
5,000
10,000
Administrative & General
3,015
40,000
115,000
Instruction & Research :
9,976
3,000
3,000
Libraries
285
5,000
5,000
Plant Dare & Maintenance
3,788
10,000
20,000
Auxilfaries
7,231
Women':s· Dormitory·
44,134
Gymnasium :
=~2~2;:.;,~5~0~8~·_ _"'l:'-=:-~8~5~,~0~0~0~_~~~~~
TOTAL PLANT FUNDS EXPENDITURES $2,304,261
$,1,020,000
$5,600,000
Balances Carried Forward:
_~3..:.4..:.4..2.,",,9..:.4.::::1
--=:2",,5. 2."':::::0.:::::0.:::::0-.,;,. ·_·_ _..::.5.::l0.u.,~0~0.=.0
TOTAL EXPENDITURES & BALANCES

$2,649,202

$1,04 5,000

$5,650,000

I

I

President Popejoy also pointed out that the main increase
in income for general educational purposes was .due to an
increase in the amount charged for student fees and ant~
cipated increases in enrollment. It was also stated that
a major sht;l.re of the"increase would be used for salary
increments.
'
After considerable discussion, ,it was moved. by Mr. Quinn
and seconded by Mr. MacGillivray that the 19'58-59 summary
budget be approved. Carried.
*, * * * *, *

Bids for revenue bonds for the· new Student Union Building and th~ new residential hall for men were received
as follows.
1.

Bond Bids

For the 'first one million 'dollars 'on the Student
Union building:
A. C. Allyn and Company••••••'.......... 4.51%
John Nuveen & Company••••••••'. ~ ~ .' ••••• ~ 4.09%
Quinn & Company and Associat·es •••.•• ...• 4'.05%'

2.

For the remaining two million dollars on the Student
Union building:
Housing and Home Finance Agency ••'... •.•• 3.00%·

3.

For the new residential hall:
Housing and Home Finance Agency. ~

' 3~Ory;6

It was moved by Dr. Lopez and seconded by Mr. MacGillivray
that the bid of Quinn & Company and Associates be accepted
for the first million dollars on the Student'Union build-'
ing and that ·the remaining amounts for each of. the issues
be sold to the Housing and Home Finance Agency. Carried.
* * * * * *

The Regents considered·, bids for, the new residential
hall for men as follows.
C. H. Leavell Construction Company, El Paso, Texas
, Base bid $1,463,000; Alt. #1 -1,100; Alt. #2
-6,700; Alt. #3 +8,500; Alt. #4 -12,400;
Alt. #5' +14,000; Alt. #6 +1,400.

I

Lembke Construction Companz, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Base bid $1,329,983; Alt. #1 -1,365; A~t. #2
+5,443; Alt. #3 +21,550; Alt. #4 -12,863;
Alt. #5 +12,500; Alt. #6 +2,104.-

Bids for New
Residential
Hall for Men

George·A.
Base
Alt.
Alt.

Rutherford, Albuquerque, New Mexico ,
bid .$1,410,000; Alt. #1 -1,000; A+t. #2 -2,000;
#3 +.8.,000 ; Alt. #4 -13,500; Al t .#5 +13 f,500;
#6 +1,400.

I

K. L. House Construction Company, Albuquer<iue, New Mexico
Base bid $1,428,176; Alt. #1 -941; Alt. #2 -4,373;
Alt~ #?J
+,7,000; Alt. #4 -8,000; Alt. #5 +14,183;
Alt. #6. +1,939.
,Robert E. McKee, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Base bid $1,376,100; Alt •. #l -1,250; Alt. #2 -2,690;
Alt. #3 +12,500; Alt. #4 -8,900; Alt. #5 +13,500;
Al t •.#6' +1,580.
Inwood Construction Company, Dallas, Texas
'
. Base bid $1,417,665; Ali. #1 -670; Alt. #2 -2,~76;
Alt. #3 +6,737; Alt. #4 -8,950; Alt. #5 +14,990;
Alt. #6 +1,156.
.
.
;l\l.b,u;querque, New Mexico
.
,Basebiq, $.1",A4,~,?~?l:;. .Al,t.•, ff.l -1,000; Alt. #2-8,200;
Alt~ #3 , +l.,~,.4;09.t,Alt. #4 -12,500; Alt. #5
+13·,100;
Alt. #6 +1,350.
'

Underweod~T,e~tman. compan~,.

Farnsworth & Chambers, Houston, Texas
Base bid $1,374,522; Alt. #1 -1,100; Alt. #2 No 'change;
Alt. #3, +~l.,,~Q(J,.;',Alt. #4 -13,000; Alt. #5+16,000;
Alt. #6 +1,375.

I~

Bradbury & Stamm, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Base bid,q $,1",.3.9,9",lJ;30; Alt. #1 -700; Alt. #2 -7,130;
Alt. #3 +7,961; Alt. #4 -12,000; Alt. #5 +14,418;
Alt. #6 +1.,407..
It was meved by Mr. MacGillivray and seconded, by Mr. Quinn
that th~, base bid ,of, the Lembke Construction Compa,ny be
accepted, with the understanding that alternate No.'l (to
omit fireplace in living room) and alternate No. 3 (to use
structural glaze tile wainscot in lieu of Kalistron) would
also be included •. Carried.

* * * * * *
Bids for
Student
Union
Building

Constructio~ bids fo~ the neve Student' Union' building
were su1;>mitted: tQ the Reg~nts for qonsider~tion,as
follow~.

I

,...
Contractors

I

George A.
Rutherford

Lembke
Robert E.
Construction McKee

$2,244,700

$2,313,526.

Alt. #1, Extend
time to 546 days
No change
Alt. #2, Substitute
cone. block &
Spectroglaze
+17,000
Alt. #3, .Omit finish
in photo. dept.
-7,766,
. Alt. #4,. Omit fold-,
ing doo+,s 23' &
A,B,C,D.
-17,235
Alt. #5, Omit storage
Fut. Bowling & Di~.·
Terrace
-7,3 4 8
Alt. #6, Omit finish
in Guest Rm. Wing
-24,753
Alt~ #7, Omit finish
south of col. line 3 -33,$80
Alt. #8, Omit shell
south of col. line 3 -43,192
Add. Alt. #lA, Add
wood bowling lanes
+35,650
Add. Alt. #2A, Add
seats in special
meeting room
+6,000

.

I

Tabulation Space

2,286,0350

Farnsworth
Chambers

$2,381,700

$2,214,500

-3,000

No change

No change

No change

+10,500

-10,000

-8,185

-9,900

-8,195

-16,739

-20,490

-31,987

-7,556

-7,030

-7,947

-26,786

-25',800

-30,331

-42,655

-55,450

-45,927

-48,142

. -60,140

--50,402

+33,143

+34,920

+35,158

+6,040

+6,030

+6,640

2,352,709

2,422,650

2,256,298

Unit prices
Cu. Yd. Excav~
0.90,.0.37
5.00 0.50
None
Cu. Yd. Concr.
60
34
85
.14
Vertical ~ransportation Sub-contr. Hunter-Hayes Hunter-Hayes Hunter-Hayes
Mechanical Sub-Brown & OldsBonded Plbg. Brown & Olds
contr.
& Htg.
Electrical SubBoone Elect. ,Amerco Elect. Chauvin or
contr.
Boone or
Amerco or
Conwell
Sound System SubSanders &
contr.
Boone Elect. AltechSanders &
Lansing
Assoc.
·Assoc.
Bid Bond
Company
Ainount

5%

&

7.00 1.00
40
20
Hunter-Hayes
Brown & Olds
.Fishback &
Moore

Sanders

&

Assoc~

Glens Falls Amer •. Surety .Etna Casualty
5%5%

6')·
J.J..

It wasmov:.ed by Mr. Mac.Gillivray and se.conde.d, by Dr. Lopez
the bid for the construction of the building'be .
awarded to the low bidder, Farnsworth & Chambers" wi;t;h
.the understanding that .alternates Nos. 'lA and 2A would
be included. Carried.
th~t

I

* * * * * *
Bids for . " The prime bids for the installation,. of kitche;n. equipment
Installation were submitted to the Regents as fo'llows.of Kitchen
Equipment.
Substi;t;u:ti,on
Base.
Prop.osal, '
Proposal
Contract.or
.. Bill Zee F.ixture CO:p1Pany
Albuquerque, New Mexico

$196,000.'00

$192,6l2.09
, .
.

Commercial Kitchens, Inc.
·Houston, T.exas
. ~ 73,707.:62
-Servco Eq.uipment Company
St. Louis, Missouri

182;510.95

Stainless Equipment
. Company, Denver~ Colorado

173,865.11

(

.

Southern Equipment Company
Louis,. Miasouri
,175,553 •.74

s,t.

I

I.t was br.ought. out that ,there was some ques.tion as, to ,
whether or not Commercial Kitchens, a Houst,on. firm" ha,d
submitted a bid in accordance with New Mexico laws • .
After much discussion in regard to this matter, it was
moved by Mr. QUiIUl. and seconded by Dr. Lopez that
.
University officials ~onsult with University attorneys,
with the understanding that the bid would go.to the
lowest leg~l eligibl·e b·idder. " Carried.

* * * * **
Bond Resolution for
Residential
Hall

A resolution for the sale of bonds for the.new residential
hall for men was presented. as .follows.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
The Regents of the University of New Mexico met in special
session at the regular meeting place of the board. i;n the
- office oithe Regents in Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
April 3, 1958 at 11 o'clock AM. There were present the

I

I

following-members:
Dorothy Woodward, Member
Ralph R.Lopez, Member
:Wesley Quinn, Member
Finlay MacGillivray, Member and
Treasurer
Absent:

Sec~etary

Jack Korber

After the meeting had been duly called to order by the President
and the roll called with the above result, the President stated
that one of the .purposes of the meeting was the sale. of and
the adoption of a resolution authorizing. $1,800,000 Dormitory
Bond's.; Series 1957.
.

I

Thereupon, the President asked. the Secretary to subm~tto
the meeting the bids which had been received for the .purchase
of said Bonds., bids having been requested separately for the
Bonds maturing in the years 1959 to 1972, inclusive, the-Bonds
maturing in the years 1973 to 1987, inclusive., and the 'Jjonds
maturing in the years 1988 to 1997, inclusive·., and for the
entire issue. The Secretary stated that the only bid which
had. been, received for any of such Bonds was the bid of the
United States of America acting through the H.ousing and
Home Finance Agency and offering to purchase all of said Bonds,
to bear interest at the rate of 3% per annum and. offering to
pay for such Bonds par and accrued interest-to the date of
delivery.
the .following resolution was introduced 'in wriiiten
form by Dorothy Woodward, was read in full and pursua;nt to
motion made by Ralph R. Lopez and seconded by Finlay MacGillivray
was' adopted by the following vote:·
.
Thereup~n_,

Aye:

Dorothy Woodward
Ralph R. Lopez
Wesley Quinn
Finlay MacGillivray

Nay:

None

The resolution was thereupon signed by the President, attesteq.
by the Secretary and declared to be in effect. The resolution
is as follows:

I

A Resolution accepting the winning bid for
the purchase of $1,800,000 Dormitory Bonds,
Series 1957, of the Regents of the University
.of New Mexic o.
Be It Resolved by the Regents of the University of. New Mexico
that the bid of the United States of America offering to pay

par and, aecrued interest for $1,800,000 Dormitory'Bonds, Series
1957, to bear interest at 3% per annum, be and the same is
hereby accepted.

I

Adopted and approved Appil 3, 1958.
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF' NEW MEXICO'
By: /s/ Jack. Korber
President
Attest:
/s/ Finlay MacGillivray

Thereupon, the following. resolution was introduced in'wri:tten
form. by 'Dorothy Woodward, was :r'ead in full by the Secretary,
and. pursuant·. to motion made by Ralph. R. Lopez and, seconded· by'
. Finlay Ma.cGillivray, was adopted by the fol'lowing vote: .,'
Aye:
~

Nay:

Dorothy' Woodward
Ral.ph. R. Lopez
Wesley Quinn
Finlay MacGillivray

I

None

The.resolution was thereupon signed by the President, attested
by the Secretary, and declared to be in effect. The resolution
is as follows:
. :
A Resolution providing for the construction of
a certain income producing dormitory building
and. facilities for the' University- of New Mexico,
authorizing the issuance-of Bonds for·the purpose of paying the cost thereof, confirming
the sale of such Bonds, providing for the payment of principal and interest on such Bonds,
and entering, into. certain covenants and. agreements in'that'connection.
.'
***

***

***

WHEREAS the:Regents of the University of'NewMexico, a body
corporate under the official style of t1the:Regents of the
University of New Mexico" (hereinafter in this resolution sometimes referred to as lithe Board"), have determined it to be
necessary to eonstruct on the campus of the University of
New Mexico a dormitory building providing, housing. with

I

I

appurtenant facilities for approximately 435 men students and
one supervisor (hereinafter sometimes referred to astlie "building"), and has estimated the cost. thereof and has determined
it to be 'advisable to finance such cost through the issuance of
the £onds of the Board payable solely from the gross income to
be derived from the building, pursuant to authority contained
in Se.ctions 73-29-1 to 73-29-14, inclusive, New Mexico Statutes,
1953, as amended:
NOW, THEREFORE, Be It Resolved by. the Regents of the Universit·y
·of New Mexico, as follows:
Section. 1. That on land of the Board comprising a
part of the camp,us of the University of New Mexico, there be,
construct'ed a dormitory 'building,: to provide housing with
appurtenant facilities for approximately 435 men students and
one supervisor, pursuant to plans. and specifications therefor
now on file in the office of the ,Board.

I

I

Section. 2. That for tb,e purpose of paying the cost
of the; construction thereof, incl.uding the payment of all incidental to such construction ancj,. the issuance of such Bonds
as, may properly be payable from the proceeds of· such Bonds,
there shall be borrowed on the credit of the income and revenueshereinafter .pledged to such ,purpose, the sum of $1,800,000,
and, that to evidence the sum so horrowed and in anticipation
of the collect'ion of such income and revenues, there be issued
the negotiable revenue bonds of the Board in the total p'ri~cipal
amount of $1,800,000 (hereinafter. sometimes referred. to as the
"Bonds").
Section. 3. That the Bonds shall be known as "The
Regents of the University of New Mexico Dormitory Bonds,
Series of 1957," shall be .dated December ,1, 1957, shall be
in the denomination of $1,000 each, shall be numbered 1 to
1,800, inclusive, and shall be payable as to both principal
and interest in any coin or currency which, on the respect:i:ve
dates of paym~nt of principal and interest, is legal, tender
for the payment of debts due the United States of America,
at The First National Bank, i::p. the City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, or at the option of the holder at The First National
City Bank, in the Borough, of Manhattan, City and State of
New York. The Bonds shall bear int,erest from date until payment at the rate of 3% per annum, which interest shall be
payable June 1, 1~58, and semi-annually thereafter on the
first days of June cmdDecember of each year, with interest
falling due on and"prior to maturity payable only upon presentation of appropriate interest coupons to be attached to 'each
Bond.' Such Bonds shall mature as to principal serially in
numerical order on December 1 or each year as follows:

Bond Numbers
1 to 25
26 to 50
51 to 75
76 to 100
:101 to 130
131 to 160
161 to 190
191 to 220
221 to 250
251 to 285
286 to 320
321 t~o 355
356 to 390
391 to 425
426 :to 465
466 to 505,
506 to 545
546 to 585
586, to 630
631 to ~75
676 to 720
721 to 765
:766 to 815
816 to 865
866 to 915
916tb 965
966,to 1020
1021 to 1075
1076 to 1130'
1131 to 1190
1191 to 1250
1251 to 1310
1311 to 1375
1376 to 1440
1441 to. 1510
1511 to 1580
1581 to 1650
1651 to 1725
1726 to ,1800 ,

Amount
$

Year

25,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
3o.,OPO,
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
'35,000
35,000
35,000
35,000
35,000
40,000
40,000
40,000
40,000
45,000
45,000
45,000
45,000
50,000
50,000
50,000,
50,000
55,000
55,000
55,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
65,000
65,000
70,000
70,000
70,000
75,000
75,000

1959
1960 '
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966, ,'1,967
1968
1969
'1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
, , '1977
'1978 :
1979 '
1980
1981
1982
1983,
1984,
,1985,
'198q
1987
1988
, , '1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994 '
1995
1996
·1997
...'

I

I

I

~

Bonds numbered lto 250, inclusive, maturing Dec~mber 1; 1959
through December 1, 1967, inclusive, shall not becal1abl.e for
redemption prior to ,maturity. Bonds numbered 251·to 1440, inclusive, maturing December 1, 1968 through December. 1, 1992,
inclusive, shall be 'callable for'redemption. at the option of
the Board as a whole or in part in inverse numerical order,.
on June 1, '1968 and on any interest payment date thereafter
at the principal amount thereof and accrued interest to the
date fixed for redemption plus a premium for each Bond so
called for redemption prior to maturity of $30 if redeemed on

'I

I

or prior to December 1, ,1.972, $25 if so redeemed thereafter on
or prior to December 1, '1977, $20 if so red-eemed thereafter on
or prior to December 1, 1982, $15 if so redeemed thereafter on
or prior to December 1, 1987, and $10 if so, redeemed thereafter,
pr.ior to ~aturity. Bonds numbered 1441 to 1800, inclusive,
.
maturing December 1, 1993 through December 1, 1997, inclusive,
shall be callable for redemption at the option of the Board as
a whole, or in part ,in inverse numerical' order, on any interest
paYment date at the principal amount thereof plus accrued
interest to the date fixed for redemption. Bonds numbered 1441
.to 1800, inclusive, are to be redeemed or otherwise retired bef,ore earlier maturing Bonds are called for redempt ion. Notice
of redemption shall be g,iven. not less than thirty days prior
to the date fixed for redemption by notice sent by registered
mail to thehelder or holders of the Bonds t.o be redeemed,
directed to the addresses shown on the Registrar's registration
books. If any, Bond, to be so redeemed is not register,ed as to
principal, at least thirty days' not.ice shall be gi~en through
, publication of an appropriate notice in the, English language in
a financial newspaper or journal published in, the City o£ New
York, New York, and sent bY,registered mail to the banks at
which the Bonds are payable.
~
Section 4. That the Bonds shall be signed. by the
President of the Regents of the University of New Mexic,o, 'shall
be attested by the Secretary thereof, ,and shall have impressed
thereon the corporate seal of the Board. Interest on. the Bonds
falling due on, and prior to maturity shall be represented by
appropriate interest coupons to be attached thereto, which
coupons shall be executed by the facsimile signatures of said
Presi'~e*;t',and Secretary and said officers by the execution of
the Bonds shall be considered to have adopted ~s and for their
own proper signatures their respective facsimile signatures
appearing on said coupons.

, Section 2. That the Bonds shall be registrable as
to principal only on books to be kept for such purpose by the
Comptroller of the Unive.rsity of New Mexico, as Registra:r:, in
the ,manner, and with the effect more specifically provide~ in
,the form of Bond set out in the following section hereof •
.Section6. That the Bonds and the coupons to be thereto attached, and the endorsement to appear ,on the back thereof,
shall be in substantially the following form: .
(Form of Bond)

I

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
STATE OF NMV MEXICQ
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF NEW MEXICO
DORMITORY BOND, SERIES OF 1957
Number

---

$1,000

KNOW ALL. MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, ,that the'Regents. of
the University of New' Mexico, ·a body '.c,orporate. under. the Constitution, and Laws of the State of New, Mexico, (hereinafter
sometimes referred to as the "Board",), her:eby acknowledges
itself: to owe and. for value received promises t.opay-to bearer,
or ,if this Bond is r.egistered as to principal. then. to, the .
registered owner hereof, solely from the revenues hereinafter
recited, the sum of One Thousand Dollcars C$l,OOO) on the J'irst
day of December, 19 , and to pay interest thereon from the
date hereof until paid,- solely from said revenues, at· the· rate
of, three per cent (3%) per annum, payable June. 1, 1958 and
semi-annual.lythereafter on June· 1 ,and, December 1 of. each year,
and. as to interest falling due on and prior to maturity" only .
upon surrender of the, interest coupons hereto attached ,as they
several:ly become due. Both principal af and.intere:st .on this' .
Bond are payable: at The First National Bank in, the City·, of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, or at the op.t.ion of' the holder at .
theiFfrst National City Bank, in :the Borough of; Manhatt:an, City.
of New York, New York, in any coin 01~ currency which on .the.date
of such ·payment is legal tender for the payment of d.ebts :duethe
United States of America.
.
Bonds numbered 1 to 250, inclusive, of the issue of which this
Bond is one, maturing. December' 1, 1959 throU§h\ Dec'ernb:er 1, 1967,
inclusiv:e, ··are not. callable for redemption prior to maturity.
Bonds numbered. 251 to 1440, "inclusive, maturing Decemher' 1,
1968 through DecembeT .. l, .1992, inclusive., are callabiLe for.~
redemption at the'option of the'Board'as'a whole~ or in part
in inveTse numerical order, on June 1, 1968 and on any'interest
. payment date thereafter, . at the principal amount ther.eof. and
accrued· interest to the date fixed for redemp.tion plus a.:pre.mium ·foreach ,Bond so called for redemption. prior to' 'maturity
of $30' if red.eemed·on or prior to December 1, 1972, .$25. if . so
redeemed. thereafter on or prior to December 1.;_ 1977, $20 ..·if. 80
redeemed thereafter on cr prior to December 1, 1982, $15 if so
redeemed thereafter on or prior to Decemb.er 1., 1.987., and $10, if
so red'eerned thereafter prior to mat uri ty. Bonds numberedi 1441
to 1800, inClusive, maturing December 1, 1993 through.'.Dec.ember
1, 1997, inc1usive, are callable for redempt.ionat the option
of the Board as a whole, or in part in inverse nUlD.;ericaL o;rder,
on any interest payment date at the principal amount thereof
. plus accrued intere'st to the date fixed for :cedempti.on. Bonds
numbered 1441 to 1800, inclusive, are to be redeeIIled·.oro;therwise retired before:earlier.maturing Bonds are called for redemption. Notice of redemption will he given. not less than
thirty days prior to the date fixed for redemption by notice
sent by registered mail to the holder or holders of the Bonds
to be redeemed, directed· to the addresses shown on the Registrar's registration books. . If any Bond to be· so re~eemed is
not registered as to principal, at least thirty ..days' n,otice
shall be 'given through publication of an appropriate notice in
the English language in a financial newspaper or journal published in the City of New York, New York, and sent by registered
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mail to the banks at which the

Bon~s

are payable.

This Bond is registrable as to principal in the manner
the effect recited on the back hereof.

~d

with

This Bond is one of an issue of $1,800,000 Bonds of like, date
and tenor, except as to number, maturity and option of redemption, issued for the purpose of paying, the cost of constructing a dormitory building, to provide housing with appurtenant facilities for approximately 435 men students.·and one
sup'ervi·sor,-on:c'."the campus of~the University"of New Mexico, under
and pursuant to the Constitution and Laws of. New Mexico, and
particularly Sections 73-29-1 to 73-29-14, inclusive, New Mexico
statutes, 1953, as amended, and pursuant to a resolution duly
adopted by the 'Board 'on April '3,' 1958, to which resolution
'reference is made for a more complete statement of the general
covenants and provisions pursuant to which this Bond is is~ued.

I,

Each successive holder of this Bond during such time as it is
payable to bearer, and each success.ive holder of 'each of the
coupons hereto attached, is conclusively presumed to forego
and renounce his equities. in favor of subsequent holders for
value without notice, and to agree that this Bond while so
payable to bearer', and each of the coupons hereto attached,
may be. nego.tiated by delivery by any person having possession
hereof, howsoever such possession may have been acquired,and
that any holder who shall haye taken this Bond or any of the
coupons from any person for value 'and without notice, thereby
has acquired absolute title ~hereto,' free from· any defenses
enforceable 'against any prior holder and free fr9m all equities
and claims of ownership of any such prior holder. The Regents
of th~ University of New Mexico and the officials thereof and
the paying agents hereinabove named shall not be affected'by'
any notice to the contrary.
' ,
This Bond and the issue of which it is one are· secured by and
payable from a first lien on and pledge of the gross :rev,emies
to be derived from the ownership and operation of the aforesaid
dormitory building. which are to be charged and collected~ in
amounts fully sufficient to permit the prompt making of all
payments required to be made under., 'the "tErms of the aforementioned resolution. This Bond is not an indebtedness of
the· State of
Mexico· or the University of New: Mexico or
the Regents of the University of New Mexico, but is a special
obligation. payable solely from the aforesaid reve~ues.

New·

I

It is hereby .certifi_~d and recited that. all acts; conditions
and things required to' be done precedent to and. in the issuance
of this Bond have been properly done, 'happened and performed
in regular and due form as required by law, and that the Regents
of the University of New M,exicohave agreed. and do hereby agree
to fix fents and charges, for the use of t4e aforesaid building,

I

fully suffici.ent ..·toassure the prompt payment of :principal and
interest on this Bond and the other Bonds of the issue of which
it is one, promptly as such principal and interest. become.:due.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Regents of the University of New Mexico
have caused· this Bond. to be signed by the President'there9f
and atte'sted by the Secretary thereof and the corporate r seal
thereof to be hereunto affixed, and the interest coupons . hereto
attached to' be signed by the facsimile signatures. of' said
officials, all as of this . first day' of Dece:inbeT~ 1957.·
REGENTS 'OF THE. UNIVERSITY OF '.NEW MEXICO
By

---.:~___;~.....--.--------

President

Attest:
Secretary
(Form. of Coupon)

$15.00

Number

---

On the'first day of
,19 , upon surrender of
this coupon,: unless the hereinafter mentioned Bond.: is. j:;hen.
callable for red:emptionand has been called and provision for
the payment thereof duly made, the Regents of the. University
of New Mexico will pay to bearer the sum of Fifteen Dollars
($15.00), at
, in the City of Albuquerque, ..
New Mexico, or at the option of the holder at
"
in the Borough of Manha't2tan, in the CLty of. New York, New,York,.
in any coin or currency whi.ch. on the date of such payment is
legal tend.er for the payment of debts due the.. Unit.ed States of
America, solely from the· revenues mentioned, in ahd for 'interest
to 'that, amount then.due on its Dormitory Bond., Series of 1957,
dated December 1, 1957, and n u m b e r e d ' , : •
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PresidentAttest:
Secretary
(Provision for Registration)
The within Bond may be registered as to principal on books to be
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kept for such purpose by the Comptroller of the Uniyersity of
New Mexico, as Registrar, upon presentation hereo'f to such
Registrar, who shall make notation of such registration on
his books and in the registration blank below,. and. this. Bond
may thereafter be transferred only upon written assignment of
the registered owner .Or his attorney thereunto duly-authorized,
duly acknowledged or proved, which transf~r shall be made on
such. books and. endors.ed hereon by the Registrar. If so registered this Bond may thereafter be transferred to. bearer and thereby transferability by delivery shall be restored, but this Bond
shall again· be, subject to successive registrations and. transfers as before. The principal of this Bond, if registered,
unless registered to bearer, shall be payable only to the
registered owner or his legal. representative. Notwithstanding
the registration of this Bond as to principal, the coupons
shall remain payable to bearer and. shall continue to be transferable by delivery.
Date of
Registration

I

I

Name of
Registered Owner

Signature
of Registrar
:

.

Section 7. That the gross revenues to be derived from
the operation of the building, i,ncluding all rentals, charges,
income and revenue arising from the operation or ownership of
the building., are, to the extent necessary to carry out the
provisions hereof, hereby irrevocably pledged to the payment
of principal of and interest on the Bonds, and to the carrying
out of the provisions of this resolution. None of the Bonds
shall be ~ntitled to priority one over the other in the application of said revenues of the building, regardless of the
fact that s6~e of the 'Bonds may be delivered prior to the
deiivery of other Bonds of.the issue. So long as a~y of the
Bonds herein authorized remains outstanding the Board agrees
that .it~ will not issue any additional Bonds or obligations
payable from said revenues except in such manner that the application of said revenues to such additional Bonds or obligations is fully junior and subordinate in all respects to
the application thereof to the requirements of this reso:l;ution,
that in no event while any of .the Bonds remains outstanding
will the Board mortgage or encumber the building or any part
thereof or otherwise encu~ber the building or dispose of the
l:;milding or any part thereof, except that the furnishings and
equipment thereof' may be di-sposed of if they are replaced with
furnishings. and equipment of not less than equal value., and
that it will operate and maintain thepuilding and keep it in
first class condition and repair..

Section 8. That from and. after the,date on which
any portion ofthe-bui~ding becomes revenue-producing;- the
gross revenues derived from the operation or ownership-of
the building, including all rentals, charges, income and
revenue of every nature arising from such operation or ownership, shall be paid from day to day as received into a fund
separate and apart from all other funds of the Board,and of
the' University, whichfurid shall be called the "1957 Dormitory
Revenue Fund Account," which fund is sometimes hereinafter
referred to as the "Revenue Fund," and which Fund shall be
held' in the. custody of the Treasurer of the Bo.ard separate
and apart from all other funds of the Board and shalT be
maintained so long as any of the Bonds are, outstanding in a
bank· which is a.·memher·of the. Federal DePosit Insurance
Corporation and shall be expended and used by.the Treasurer
only in the manner and order hereinbelow specified:
fa) The money in the' Revenue Fund shall first, to
the amount hereinafter required, be paid into t~eDormitory
Bond.. an~. Int.er.est.. and. Retirement Fund of. 1957 hereiIl,a;f:te::r
created. The Board expressly covenants and agrees with the
holders. of. th.e. Bond.s.:from. time. to time that th~. rates, C3.P-d
charges imposed for the use of the building, including all
rentals.,. charg.es,. income and revenue of every nai;ure aJ:'J.sing
from such operation or ownership, shall always be maintained
at . such lev,els. as will be fully sufficien:t to place ip.:t.o the
Revenue Fund in each fisc.al year an. amount which will be adequate to make· all payments herein required to pe m~de ~here
from as such payments become due.
There is hereby created for the purpose of paying
th'e principal of and interest and redemption p:r;emiums on
the Bonds a separate fund and account ~o be. known. as the
"Dormitory Bond and Interest and Retirement Fund. of 1957"
(hereinafter sometimes referred to' as the "Bond. Fund'.'),
into which there shall be deposited in each fiscaL ye.ar wp.ile
any of the Bonds remain outstanding, from the "money in the .
Revenue Fund, at least the sUDlsof.$53,300, on or before May 15
and. November 15 of each such year, lint il the .:money and the
current liquidating value of any, investments ;held: in. the Bond,
Fund' are together' sufficient to meet all payments requ:i:redto'
be made for principal and interest falling due on t,he. Bonds .
in the then current ,f.iscal year, plus a. debtservice'1t'eserve
of $158,000, and thereafter on. or before each. May. 15· and
November 1;, such transf.er shall be made from the, Revenue Fund
to the Bond Fund as may be necessary to pay principal' ,and
interest falling due· on the Bonds in thecurrent·fiscal.year
and to maintain the debt service reserve in the 'sum of·$158,OOO.
The fiscal year for the purpose of this resolution shall be a
year commencing on July 1 of each year and ending, on the. last
day of the following June.
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.(b) There is hereby created in the hands of the
official depository of the Board .a separate account to be
known as the "1957 Dormitory Building Maintenance and Equipment Reserve Account," into which there shall be deposited
from the Revenue Fund'on .or before the close of each fiscal
year, after all other paYments above required to be ~ade
therefrom in such fiscal year shall have been made, so far
,as is permitted by law, the sum. of not more than $14,000
annually, until the money and the current liquidating val~e of
any,investmentsheld in-said Account shall aggregate $140,000,
after which such payments may be discontinued bqt shall be
resumed whenever necessary to restore and maintain the amount
in the Account to its full required f:igure' of $140,000. Money
. in the 1957 Dormitory Building Maintenance and Equipment Re'serve Account may be drawn on and used by the Board from time
to time as needed for the purpose of paying the cost of unusual or extraordinary maintenance or repairs, renewals and
replacements for 'the building or for the renova,tion.or replacement of furniture and equipment of the building not
paid as part of tte ordinary and normal expense of operating
and maintaining the building. Whenever the money and the
current liquidating value of the investments in the Bond Fund,·
including the debt service reserve therein, falls below the
amount required to meet the principal and interest falling due
on the Bonds in the then current fiscal year plus the required
debt service reserve of $158,000, such amount shall be trans·ferred from the 1957 Dormitory Building Maintenance and Equip-,
ment Reserve Account to the Bond Fund as will be sufficient
to bring the money in the Bond Fund and debt service reserve
up to their full required amount •

.

'If in any fiscal year the aforesaid gross revenues of the
building are insufficient to make the payments herein,above
required to be made therefrom, such deficiency shall be made
up from the first. available revenues of the building in the
following' fiscal year or years.
.
For the purpose of assuring the prompt payment of the firs~
interest payment to fall due on, the Bonds, there shall be, paid
into the Bond Fund at the time the Bonds are delivered to the
purchasers thereof all money received from.such purchasers as
accrued interest, if any.
.
No further· payments need be ,made into the Bond. Fund when the'
money in that· fund is sufficient to pay all principal of. and
interE?st to~maturityon the Bonds then, remaining outstanding•

I

.For the purposes of this resolution the official depository
of the Board in which are to be kept on deposit the Bond Fund
and the 1957 Dormitory Building Maintenance and Equipment Reserve Accountsh~ll be the bank in the City of Albuquerque
hereinabove named as a paying agent for the'Bonds. Said

~

official depository is hereby designated. as Trustee <for the
holders of the Bonds to receive, hold and pay out·the moneys
deposited with it as herein provided, to retain in its
custody "satisfactory evidences of the carry:bng. of -,the-insurance
for which provision is hereinafter made, and to perform such
other duties as may be herein specified. It shall be' the duty
of the Trustee-to make such suitable credit'arrahgements with
the ,New York: paying agent for. the Bonds 'as 'will, tot he' extent
of the money in the aforesaid fund and account, assure ~e
prompt ~payment of the Bonds and coupons presented at. either
place of payment. The mone~ in all funds and. accounts herein
created shall be secured in the manner required by .law for
the securt.ty· of state funds. The money in the- Bond Fund:, including the debt service reserve therein, and in the 1957
Dormitory Building Maint,e'nance and Equipment Re serve 'Account
shall be treated by the depository as trust funds, the beneficial interest in ·which shall be in the holders' of·the :Sonds
from time to time. Money in said Fund and· said Account may in
the discretion of the Board be invested in direct obligations
of or obligations the principal of and interest on'which are
guaranteed by the United States of America, in whichca:se: all,
interest received from such investment s shall be, added. to the
money in the Fund or Account from which the money was. taken
for· investment and .whenever necessary such investment.s shall,
to the extent needed to make, payments required to be made
from' the pertinent Fund· or Acc,ount, :.be ,liquidated by the Trustee
at·the redemption prices specified therein, if any are p~rtinent, and if not , at prevailing market priees, and, shall.,be
applied to the making of the required payment.s •. The.Board
covenants that it will make or cause to be.made contractual
arrangements in conformity herewith.
(c) After all payments above required have,been.
made all excess funds remaining in.the.1957 Dormitory Revenue
Fund on·June 1 and December 1 of each year shall be used to
pay current operation and maintenance expenses' of the building.
Any balance then remaining in the 1957 Dormitory Revenue Fund
shall, at·the close of each school. term, be. transferred- to .the
credit of a· sp'ecial "Redemption Account II within. the Bond.Fund
for the purpose of redeeming outstanding bonds on. the. p.ext.~
interest payment date, in inverse numerical ,order and in
amounts of not less than $10,000 par value at anyone time.
In the event that said excess funds are insufficient to pay
for the proper operation and maintenance of the building the
Board shalL, and ,it hereby covenants and, agrees to, .provic;le
the -necessary revenues for such purpose from:. a. speci:al student
building use fee which will be levied against all students in
residence at the· University for the use of the. gymnasi~ or
the science building, or both, and/orbf. any other.' bui,lding
or buildings for the use of. which the University maY,legally
levy such a fee or f:r:om any other source or sources. legally., .
available for such purpose.
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(d) All gross revenues qf the bui,lding, as such gross
revenues are above defined, which remain at the end of 'each
fiscal year after all paYments .hereinab9ve required to be made
from the Revenue Fund in such fiscal year shall have been made
and after all deficiencies ip such paYments existing from prior
fiscal years shall have been remedied may, at the close of such
fiscalyear,be withdrawn from the Revenue Fund and deposited
to the credit of a special "Redemption Account" within. the Bond
Fund and.used for the purpose of redeeming.on the next interest
paYment date, in amounts of not less than $10,000 par value; as
many of the Bonds as are then redeemable and can be redeemed
with. the amount so available.
Section 9. That the Board agrees to keep the building, including its-furnishings and equipment, continuously insured through f±re and extended coverage insurance against loss
or damage by fire, lightning, hurricane, explosion and other
hazards, ,in amounts sufficient to provide for not less than full
recovery whenever the loss from causes covered by such insurance
does not exceed eighty per cent· (80%) of the full insurable
value of the damaged property. Each insurance policy required
by the foregoing and following provisions of this section shall
be acceptable to the Trustee above named and, shall contain.a
clause making all losses payable' to the Trustee as its.interest
may appear. In case of loss the proceeds of insurance shall
be promptly applied to the repair or restoration .o.f the building and contents to their former condition. . If the funds received from said insurance policies or otherwise on account of
any loss shall be insufficient to make the building again usuable
for its intended purpose, 'then the funds received. by reason of
such loss shall be deposited in. the Bond Fund and shall be applied, with other money legally available for such purposes,
to"·theretirement of Bonds. The Board agrees that so lo:ng as
. the money' and investments in the Bond Fund, including the debt
service reserve, are in the aggregate less than $158,000 plus
the sum needed to pay all principal and interest payable therefrOm which will' fall due during the' current fiscal year, it will
also carryon ,. the building use' and. occupancy insurance in an
amount sufficient to enable the Board to deposit in. the Bond
Fund out of the proceeds of such insurance an amount equal to
the sum which would have been normally available for deposit
in such. fund from the revenues of the damaged prope'rty during
the time the damaged property is non-revenue producing as a
result o.f loss of use caused by hazards covered by the fire
,
and extended coverage insurance hereinabove agreed to be carried.
All proceeds.derived from such use and occupancy policies shall
be deposited in the Bond Fund. The insurance for which provision is made in this section shall include boiler insurance
covering any steam boilers serving any, part of the building,
which insurance shall, be maintained in .the minimum amount of
$50,000. In addition~,to the insurance above described, the
Board will also maintain in force as.long as any of the Bonds
remain outstanding public liability insurance with limits of not

.
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less than $50,000 for one person. and $100,000 for more· than
one person involved in anyone accident, protecting the'
Board from claims for bodi.ly injury which may ari se from the
operation of the building or any part thereof, or.from the
use or occupancy of grqunds, structures and vehicles.
Section 10. That the Board further covenants and
agrees to cause tokept proper and accurate books of r.ecord
and. account' (separ.qte and apart from all other records and
accounts) in which complete and correct entries shall be. made
of all transactions relating to the .o.peration and. maint.e;nance
of the building. and the allocation and. application 'of the income and. revenues thereof, and that such books. shall. he availabl·e for inspection .by the.holder of any of the' Bonds at
re.asonable hours. and under reasonable conditions~ Not more than
one hundred. twenty days ~fter the close of eac.q. fiscal· ye.ar the_
Board agrees t.o furnish to the Trustees above appointed apd to
each holder of any of the Bonds who may so reque st. in:wrfting,
a complete'operating and income 'statement covering the operation.of the.builqing for such fisqal year, certified by the
Auditor of the f3tate of New Mexico or, at the o.pt.ion. of the
Board, by reputable independent auditors to be employed by
the Board.
8.ection il. That the prov.isions of this resolution
shall.constitute acontract between the Board and the holders
of the Bonds from time to time, which contract shall be subject to enforcement by such holders by the bringing'of ap.;.
propriate'action, either at law or in equity, in any court
of· competent jurisdiction.
. .
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Section 12. That the Board agrees with the purchasers
of the Bonds that
or "before 'the substantial completion of
the':building, it will provide from sources other than the proceedsof the, Bonds and from sources and in a manner which'will
not unfavorably affect the security of the Bonds, the furnishings. and, movable equipment necessary to the full enjoyment of
the use, occupancy and operation of. the building.

on

Section 13. That sale of the Bondsherei,n authorized
to the United States of America at the principal amount thereof. plus.accrued interest to.the date of delivery. is hereby approved and confirmed.
The Bonds shall be. pripted and executed as. soon' as
may be af.ter the adoption ,of this :resolution and shall be
thereupon delivered to the pu'rchaser thereof, either at one
time-or from time to time, pursuant to payment of the agreed
purchase price th?reof to the University Comptroller, who is
the official charged by law with the duty of receiving a:p.d
disbursing the funds of the Board. So much of the proceeds
of the sale of the Bonds as does not represent accrued interest
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shall be paid into a special construction aecount " to be
established with a bank or banks which are members of the
Federal Deposit Insuranqe Corporation. Moneys in the Construction Account shall.be expended only for such purposes
as shall have been previously specified in a signed certificate of purposes filed with and approved by the original
purchaser of the ~onds or a duly authorized representative
thereof.
Section 14. That the Board agrees that, to the
extent that it has-now or at the time of any such mutilation
or loss, legal authority to do so, if any Bond issued here'under with the coupons appertaining shall become mutilated or
be lost, stolen or destroyed prior to,the payment thereof a
new Bond, including coupons of like tenQr and date and bearing
the same number, will be 'prepared, executed and delivered,
either in exchange for and upon cancellation of the mutilated
Bond and its coupons, or in substitution for the Bonds and
coupons lost, stolen or destroyed, but such exchange or substitution shall be made only upon receipt of satisfac.tbrY
evidence of the loss, theft or destruction of such Bond and its
.coupons, proof of ownershi.p thereof, indemnity' satisfactory to
the Board and payment of the cost of preparing such Bond and
coupons.

I

Section 15. That it is hereby covenanted and agreed
by the Board that notwithstanding other facilities which may
at any future time be available at the University which may
be competitive with the facilities afforded by the building,
and other facilities which may be.available for living acCommodations for students, the Board will require sufficient
use of the building' So that the building shall at all times
during the regular and summer scholastic terms be utilized as
nearly as possible to one hundred per cent ofits capa,city,
and will require a sufficient number of students to use and
occupy the building so that said building will be utilized, as
nearly as possible to one hundred per cent of its'capacity,
and that so fa);' as may be done without violating any contract
rights vested in the holders of any outstanding obligations
of the Board, the Board will to the extent necessary r.equire
use of such dormitory in preference to any other dormitory.
It is further covenanted and. agreed that the rates and charges
to be imposed for the use of other facilities available for use
by students. at the University which are similar to the facilities'
afforded by the building and which are owned or controlled by
the Board will be not more or less favorable too the· users
thereof than the rates and charges imposed-for facilities supp1ied by the building.
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Section 16. That if anyone or more p~ovisions of
this resolution shall ever be held to be invalid or ineffective
for any reason,.such holding shall not affeyt 'the validity and
enforceability of the remaining provisions hereof.

Section 17. That all ,resolutions or parts thereof
in conflict herewith be and. :the same are to the extent of such
conflict hereby repealed ~d that this resolution. shall. b.ecome
effective immediately after its adoption'.·

I

Adopted and approved this third day of April, 1958.
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF,NEW MEXICO
By:

/s/ Jack. Korber
President

Attest:
/s/ Finlay'MacGillivray
Secretary
Thereupon the following resolution was introduced in written
form, by, Dorothy Woodward, w§.s read in full and pursuant 'to
motion made by RalphR. Lopez and seconded by Finlay MacGillivray,
wa13'adoptediby the following vote:
Aye:

Dorothy Woodward
Ralph R. Lopez
Wesley Quinn
Finlay MacGillivray
Nay: . None.
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The resolution was thereupon signed by the President" attested,
by the Secretary and declared to be in. effect, and is 'as
follows:
!RESOLUTIONfixing ail initial schedule·of
rates and charges for the dormitory. to be
acquired with the proceeds of $1,800,000
Dormitory, Bonds, Series of 1957, of the
~Regents of the University of New Mexico.

.'

WHEREAS the Regents of the University of New'Mexico.have this
day adopted a resolution entitled:

"A RESOLUTION,' providing for· the, construction
of a certain income producing dormitory
building and. facilities. for ,the University
of New Mexico, authorizing, the~issuance of,
'Bonds for the purpose of paying the cost
thereof, confirming, the sale of such ,Bonds"
providing for the paYment of principal of and
interest on such Bonds, aIid"entering into
certain coven.ants and agreement s in. 'that'
connection. "
and
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WHEREAS the Bonds. authorized by.said resolution have been sold
to ,the United States of America pursuant to Loan Agreement
dated as of December 1, 1957; and
°
WHEREAS one of the conditions of said Loan Agreement is that
there shall b~ adopted prior to the issuance of the Bonds to
be issued pursuant thereto, an initial schedule of rates and
charges for the use of the dormitory, the reyenues of which
are pledged" to the payment of such Bonds; '.'NOW,' THEREFORE, Be It Resolved by the Regents of the University
of New Mexico that the initial schedule ofIRtes and charges for
the use of the building. and. facilities to be acquired with the
proceeds of such Bonds, but which schedule shall be subject
to such changes from time to time as may prove n~cessary in
order to carry out the covenants contained in the aforesaid
resolution and in order to permit the prompt making of all
payments therein required to be made from such revenues, shall
be as follows:
per student, per regular term • • • • $270.06
Adopted and approved April 3, 1958.
REGENTS' OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
By

N~V

MEXICO

/s/ Jack Korber
President

Attest:
/s/ Finlay MacGillivray
Secretary

It was moved by Dr. Lopez and seconded by Mr. MacGillivray
that this ~esolution be approve~. C~rried.

******
,

.

It was moved by Dr. Lopez and seconded by Mr. °MacGillivray
that the Construction Account for the Men's Residential
Hall be ma~ntained at the First' Nati'onal Bank, Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Carried.

******

I

Residential
Hall
Construction
Account
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Bond Resolution for
Student
Union
Building

A bond resolution for the new Student Union building'was
presented as follows.
~

.

I
,

..

Albuque,rque; New Mexic.o

The Regents of the University of New Mexico met in. special
session at the regular meeting place of the Regents in the
office of the Regent.s in Albuquerque, New Mexico, on April 3"
1958, at 11 o'clock A.M. There were present the ft>llowing
members:
Dorothy Woodward, Member
Ralph R. Lopez, Member
Wesley Quinn, Member
Finlay MacGillivray, Member and Secretary-Treasurer
Absent:

Jack. Korber

After the'meeting"had'been duly called to order by the
President and the roll called with the above result, the
President stated that one of the purposes of the meeting
was the sale of and the adoption of a resolution authorizing
$3,000,000 Student Union Bonds, Series 1957.
Thereupon, the President asked the Secretary to submit to the
meeting the bids which had been received'for the purchase of
Bonds numbered 1 to 1000, inclusive, of said issue. The
Secretary announced that three bids had been received, which
bids were opened, tabulat ed and found to be' as f.ol.lows:
Rate of Interest
Name. of Bidder
Blyth and. Company, Inc. Maturities 1959 to
1965, inc. 5%
Maturities 1966 to
1980, inc. 4%

I

Amount of Premium

$ 109.50

John Nuveen and Company Maturities
1964, inc.
Maturities'
1976, inc.
Maturities
1978, inc.
Maturities
1980, inc.

1959 to
4 1/2%
1965 to
4 1/4%
1977 to
4%
1979 to
3 3/4%

$

A. C. Allyn and Company Maturities
1966, inc.
Maturities
1980, inc.

1959 to
4 3/4%
1967,to
4 1/2%

$ 511.50

61.00

I

(:)"1""

Q} ....

After ·'-the consideration of the bids it was determined that the
bid of Blyth' and'Company, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois, o~fering
to purchase Bonds 1 to 1000, inc11l.sive, at the price of par
and accrued interest plus a premium of $109.50, was the highest
and. best bid received and should be accepted.

J

The President then asked the Secretary what bid.s had been received for the remainder of said issue, bids having been requested separately for the Bonds maturing in 1981 to 1995, inclusive, Bonds maturing in 1996 and 1997, and for Bonds number
1001 to 3000,. inclusive. The Secretary stated that the only
bid which had been received for any such Bonds was the bid. of
the United Stat'es of .-America acting through. the Housing and
Home Finance Agency and offer~ng to purchase Bonds 1001 to
3000,inclusive, to bear interest at the rate of 3% per annum
and offering to pay for such Bonds par and. accrued interest
to the date of delivery.
'
After consideration of the bids' received, the following resolution was introduced in written form by Dorothy Woodward, was
read in full and pursuant to motion made by Wesley Quinn and
seconded by Finlay MacGillivray was adopted by the following
vote:
Aye:

Dorothy Woodward
Ralph R. Lopez
Wesley Quinn
Finlay MacGillivray

Nay:

Nope.

I

The resolution was thereupon signed by the President, attested
, by the Secretary and de~lared to be in effect. The resolution
is as follows:
"
A Resolution accepting bids for the purchase of
$3,000,000 Student Union Bonds, Series 1957, of
the Regents of the University of New Mex:ico.
Be It Resolyed by the Regents of the University of New Mexico
that the bid of Blyth and Company, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois,
and associates, for the purchase of Bonds number 1 to 1000,
inclusive, aggregati"ng $1,000,000 of an authorized issue of
$3,000,000 Student Union Bonds, Series 1957, Which bid offers
to pay par and accrued interest plus a premium of $109.50 for
Bonds bearing interest as follows:
Maturities 1959 to 1965. inclusive
Maturities 1966 to 1980 inclusive

I

5%
4%

be and is hereby'accepted, and that the bid of the United States
of America offering to pay par and accrued interest for Bonds

numbered 1001 to 3000, inclusive, aggregating $2,000,000 of
said issue, said Bonds to bear interest at 3% per annum, be
and the same is hereby accepted.
Adopted and approved' April 3, 1958.

I

REGENTS OF THE' UNIVERSITY OF 'NEW MEXICO
By:

/s/ Jack Korber
President

Attest:
/s/ Finlay MacGillivray
Secretary
Thereupon, the following resolution was introduced in written
form by Dorothy Woodward, was read in full by the Secretary,
and IJursuant .to motion made by Wesley Qufnn: and Beconded by·
Finlay MacGillivray, was adopted by the following vote:
Aye:

Dorothy Woodward
Ralph R. Lopez
Wesley Quinn
Finlay MacGillivray

Nay:

None.

The resolution was thereupon signed by the President, attested
by the Secretary, and declared to be in effect. The resolution
is .as follows:

I

A Resolution providing for the constructiori of a
certain income producing building and facilities
for the University of New Mexico, authorizing the
issuance of Bonds for the purpose ofpayingt~e .
c'Ost thereof,confirming the sale of such Bonds,
providing for the payment of principal of and
interest on such Bonds, and entering into ce~tain
covenants and agreements in that connection.
***

***

***

"""\

WHEREAS the Regent~ o£ the University of New Mexico, a body
corporate 'under the official style of lithe 'Regents of the
University of New Mexico" (here:inafter in this resolution
sometimes referred to as "the Board"), have determined it to
be necessary to cqnstruct on the campus of the UD:iversity of
New Mexico- a student union building, including dining, facilities
and necessary appurtenances (hereinafter in the aggregate somet,iIlles referred to as .the "building"), and have estimated ,the
cost thereof and hav~ determined it to be advisable to finance

I
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such cost through the issuance of the Bonds of the Board
payable solely from (1) the net income to be derived fro1TI the
operation and ownership of the building including, but not
limit~d to, the Bookstore., Cafeteria and food service facili-:'
ties, located therein, - and (2-) the gross revenue to be derived
from the imposition. and collection of a student union building
fee to -be imposed in the amount of at least $16 per regular
term for each full-time student and $6 per regular term for
eachpart.-time student, for the use and availability of the
building. (whick: fee reve~ue.shall be regarded as income from
the building), pursuant to authority cont'ained in Sections 73-29-1
to 73-29-14, inclusive, New Mexico Statut,es; 1953;
.
NOW, THEREFORE, Be It Resolved by the Regents of the University
of New Mexico, as follows:
Section 1. That on land of the' Board comprising a
part of the campus-of the University of New Mexico, there be
constructed a student union building~ including diningfacilities and necessary appurtenances, pursuant to plans and specifications therefor now on file in the office Gf the Board.

I

Section g. That for the purpose of paying the. cost
of the construction thereof, including the payment of all
incidental legal, architectural, engineering and fiscal expenses incidental to such construction and the issuance of such
Bonds as may properly be payable from'the proceeds of such Bonds,
there shall be borrowed on the credit of the income and revenues
hereinafter pledged to such purpose, the 'sum of $3,000,000, and
that to evidence the sum so borrowed and in anticipation of.
the collection of such income and revenues, there be issued
the negotiable revenue bo:q.ds of the Board in the total principal
amount of $3,000,000 (hereinafter sometimes referred to as the
"Bonds"). It ,is hereby found: and determined that the net in-'
come of the building will produce sufficient revenue to repay
such'Bonds in full as to both principal and interest at .the
times principal and interest fall due thereon under the provisions
of this resolution.
Section 3. 'That the Bonds shall,be known as "Regents
of the University of New Mexico Student Union Bonds, Series
1957," shall be dated December 1, 1957,· Shall be in the- denomination of $1,000 each, shall be numbered 1 to 3000,. inclusive,
and shall be payable as to both principal and interest in any
coin or curre·ncy which" on the respective dates of payment of
principal" and interest, is legal tender for the payment of debts
due the United States of America, at Albuquerque National Bank,
in the City of , Albuquerque, New Mexico, or at the option of the
holder at Chemical-Corn Exchange in the Borough of Manhattan,
City and St ate of New York. The Bonds shall bear interest from
date until payment at the rates set forth in the following ,. "

,./;"
_.J

tabulation, ·which. interest shall be payable June 1, :1-958, and
semi-annually thereafter on the first days of June and, December
. of each year; with interest falling due on and prior to maturity payable only upon presentation of appropriate inter,est
:
coupons. to be attached to each Bond. Such. Bonds, shallm?ture
as to. principal serially in numerical order on December 1 of
each year and shall bear interest as follows:
Bond Numbers
1 to '5
6 to 10
lIto 15
16 ,to 20
21 te 55
56 t·o 90
91 to 130
131 to 170
171 to 210
2il. to 255
256 to 300
301 to' 350
351 to 400
401 to 455
456 to 510
511 to 570
571 to 635
636 to 700
701 to 770
771 t:e 845
846 to 920
, 921 to 1000
1001 to 1090
1091. to 1185
1186 to 1280
1281 to 1380
1381 to 1485
1486 to 1590
1591 to 1700
1701 to 1815
1816 to 1930
1931 to 2050
2051 to 2175
2176 to 2300
2301 to 2430
·2431 to 2565
2566 to 2705
2706 to 2850
285:1;. to 3000

.Amount
$ 5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
35,000
35,000
fj-O,OOO

40,000
40,000
45,000 '
-45,000
. 50,000
50,000
55,000
55,000
60,000
65,000
65,000
70,000
75,000
75,000
80,000
90,000
95,000
95,000
100,000.
105,000
105,000
110,000
115,000
115,000
120,000
125,000
125,000
130,000
135,000
140,000
1 4 5,000
150,000

Year
1959
1960
1961'
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
'1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
19841985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
19941995'
1996
1997

I
'

InteI:'est, Rate
I

5%

5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
.4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3% .
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
: '3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%

I
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Bonds numbered 1 to 210, inclusive, maturing December 1, 1959
through December 1, 1967, inclusive, shall not be ca11able
for redemption prior to maturity. Bonds numbered 211 to 2300,
inclusive, maturing December 1, 1968 through December 1, 1992,
inclusive, shall be callable for redemption at the option of
'the Board as a whole or in part in inverse numerical order,
on June 1, 1968 and on any interest payment date thereafter
at the principal amount thereof and accrued interest to the
date ,fixed, for redemption plus a premium for each Bond so
called for redemption prior to maturity of $30 if redeemed on
or prior to December 1, 1972, $25 if so redeemed the~eafter on
or prior to December 1, 1977, $20 if so redeemed thereafter on
or p!'ior .to December 1, '1982, $15 if so redeemed thereafter on
or prior to December 1, 1987, and $10 if so redeemed thereafter
prior to maturity. Bonds numbered 2301 to 3000, inclusive,
maturing December 1, 1993 through December 1, 1997, inclusive,
shall be callable for redemption at the option of the Board
as a whole, or in part in inverse numerical order, on any ,
interest paYment date at the principal amount thereof plus
accrued interest to the date fixed for redemption. Bonds
numbered 230L.to 3000, inclusive, are to be redeemed or otherwise retired before earlier maturing Bonds are called for redemption. Notice of redemption shall be given not less than
thirty days prior to the date fixed for redemption by notice
sent by registered mail to the holder or holders of the, Bonds
to be redeemed, directed to the addresses shown,on the Registrar's registration books. If any Bond to be so redeemed is
not registered 'as to principal, at least thirty days' notice
shall be given through publication of an appropriate notice
in the English language in ·a financial :hewspaper or journal
published in the City of New York, New York, and sent by
registered mail to the banks at which the Bonds are payable.,
Section 4. That the Bonds shall be sig~ed by the
President a.fthe Regents of the University of New <Mexico, shall
bB attested by the' Secretary thereof, and shall have impressed
thereon the corporate seal of the Board. Interest on the Bonds
falling due on and prior to maturity shall be represented by
appropriate interest coupons to be attached thereto, which coupons shall be executed by the facsimile signatures of said
President and Secretary and 'said officers by the execution of
'the Bonds shall be considered to have adopted as and for their
own proper signatures their respective facsimile signatures
appearing on said coupons.

I
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Section 5. That the Bonds shall be registrable as
to principal only on books to be kept for such purpose by the
Comptroller of the University of New Mexico, as Registrar, in
the manner and with the effect more specifically provided in
the form of Bond set out in the following section hereof.

,

Section 6. That the Bonds. and the' coupons to be
thereto attached, and the endorsements to' appear .on the back
thereof, shall be in substantial~y the following form:

I

(Form: of Bond)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
,
OF Nb"W MEXICO
.
STUDENT UNION BOND, S~RIES 1957
Number

----

$1,000

,
KNOW ALL. MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, that the, Regents of
the University of New Mexico, a body corporate under. the Cori':"·
stitution, and L~ws of the Stat~ of New Mexico (hereinafter
sometimes referred to as th,e, 11 B0 ard II ) , hereby acknowledges
itself to owe ~d ~or valu~ received promises to pay to bearer,
or ·if this :Bond is registered as. to' prin~ip,al then, to, t h e ' .
registered. owner hereof, solely from the' revenues. hereinafter
recited, the sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000) on. the· first
.day' of December, 19 ,and to pay interest thereon from the
. date· hereof -until paid, solely from. said. revenues, at the rate
of '.
.
per cent (
%) per annum, payable Jupe 1,
1958 and semi-annually thereafter on . Jupe1 and. De:cember 1 of
each year, and as to'interest falling due on and. prior to
maturity, only upon surrender of the interest coupon:s.hereto
attached as they·severally Qecome due. Both principal of and ,
interest on this Bond.. are payab,le at the AlbuqueTqu~ National
Bank"D.in~ the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, or at the option
of the holder at Chemical-Corn E~change, in the Borough of
.
Manhattan, City of New York, N~w York, in any, coin or currency
'which on the date of such payment is legal tender for',the' payment of debts due the United. States of· America.
Bonds numbered 1 to .210, inclUf?iv~, of 'the issue of which this
Bond'is one, maturing December 1, 1959 through December 1, 1967,
inclusive, are not callable for redemption prior to maturi'ty.
Bonds numbered 211 to 2300, inclusive, maturing December 1, 1968
through December 1~ 1992, inc,lusive,- are 'callable for: ::,edemption
at the option. of theB.oard as a whole, or ·in part. in inverse
numerical order, on June 1, 1968 and on, any interest payment
date thereafter,at the principal amount thereof and accrued
interest.to the date fixed for redemption pl-qs a premium. for
each Bond so called for redemption prior to maturity of $30 if
redeemed on orprior.to December 1, 1972, $25 --i·f so redeemed
thereafter on or'prior to December 1, 1977, $20 if so redeemed
thereaft.er on or prior to December 1, 1982, $15 if so redeemed
thereafter on or prior to December 1, 1987, and $10 if so redeemed thereafter prior to maturity. Bonds numbered 2301 to 3000,

I
.
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inclusive, maturing December 1, 1993 through December 1, 1997,
inclusive, are callable for redemptio_n at the option of the
Board as a whole, ·or in part in inverse numerical order, on
any interest payment date at the principal amount thereof plus
accrued interest to the date fixed for redemption~ Bonds
numbered 2301 to 3000, inclusive, are to be redeemed or otherwise retired before earlier maturing Bonds are called for redemption •. Notice of redemption shall be given not less than
thirty days prior to the date· fixed for redemption by notice
sent by register.ed.mail to the holder or holders of the Bonds
to b~ redeemed; directed to the addresses shown on the Registrar's registration books. If any Bond to be so redeemed is
not registered as to princjpal, at least thirty days' notice
shall be given through publication of an appropriate notice
in the English language in a financial newspaper or journal
published in the Ci.ty·of New York, New Yor~, and sent by
registered mail to the banks at which the Bonds are payable.
This Bond ~s registrable as to principal in the manner and
with the e£fect'recited on the back hereof.

I
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This Bond is one of an issue of $3,000,000 Bonds of like·date"
and t'enor, except as. to number, maturity, interest rat.e and
option of redemption, issued for the purpose of paying the
cost of constructing a student union building, including
dining facilities and necessary appurtenances, on the campus
of the University of New Mexico, - under and pursuant t.o the
Constitution and Laws of New Mexico, and particularly Sections
73-29-1 to 73-29-14, inclusive, New Mexico Statutes, 1953, as
amended, and pursuant to a resolution dUly adopted by the Board
on April 3, 1958, to which resolution reference is made for a
more complete sta~ement of the general covenants and provisions
pursuant to which this Bond is issued.' . .
Each succes~ive holder of this Bond during such time as it is
payable to bearer, and each successive holder of each of the
coupons hereto attached, is conclusively presumed to forego
and renounce his equities in favor' of subsequent holder.s for
value without notice, and to agree that this Bond while so
payable to bearer, and each of the coupons hereto attached,
. maybe neg.otiated by delivery by any person having posses$ion
hereof, howsoever such possession may have been acquired, . and
that any holder who shall have taken this Bond or any of the
coupons from any person for value and without .notice, thereby
has acquired absolut.e title thereto, free from any defenses
enforceable against any prior holder and free from all equities
and claims of ownership of any such prior-holder. The Regents
of the Univ~rsity of New Mexico and the officials thereof and
the paying agents hereinabove named shall not be affect~d by
any notice to the contrary.

This Bond: and the issue of which it is one ,are secured-by.
and payable from. a first lien on and pledge ·of the net revenues
to pe de,rived 'from ·the operation. and ownership of the aforesaid
student union·building and facilities, including, but. not
limited to, the" Bookstore" Cafeteria and food servic.e facilities
located in the building, and a first lien on and pledge of the,
gross revenues derived from a student union building fee of at
least $1.6 per full-time student for each regular term and $6
for each part-time student for each regular term, which. fees
are to be imposed and collected from each such student enrolled
at the University in amounts fully sufficient to p~ermit the
prompt making of all payments required ~o be made under the'
terms of the aforementioned resolution. This Bond is not an
. indebtea.ness of 'the State of New Mexico of the University of
New Mexico, but is a special obligation payable, solely from
the aforesaid revenues.
It is hereby certified and recited that all acts, conditions
and things required to be done precedent to and in the, issuance
of this Bond have been' properly done, happened and.performed
in regular and due form as required by' law, and that the Regents
of the University of New Mexic,o have agreed. and, do, hereby agree
to fix rents, charges and fees for the use of the aforasaid'
building and facilities, fUlly sufficient to. a'ssure th.e prompt
payment of 'principal of and·' interest on this Bond and. the
other Bonds of the :issue of which it is one, promptly as such
principal and interest become due.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Regents of the University 0£ New Mexico
have caused this Bond to be signed by the President thereof and
attested by the'Secretary thereof and the corporate seal thereof to·be hereunto affixed, and the interest coupons hereto
attached to be signed by the facsimile signatures, of said officials, all as of this first day of December, 1957.
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REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
By:

~~~~:-z-

President

======

Attest:
Secretary
(Form of
Number...;.

_

C~upon)

$--..,...---

On the first day of
, 19 ,upon surrender
of this coupon, unless the hereinafter mentioned Bond i§ then
callable for redemption and has been called and provision for

I
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the paYment thereof duly made, the Regents of the University
of New Mexico will pay to bearer the sum of
Dollars ($
), at The Albuquerque National Bank,
in the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, or at the option of
the holder at Chemical-Corn Exchange, in the Borough of Manhatt,an', in the City of New York, New York, in any" coin or
currency which on the date of such paYment is legal tender
for the paYment of debts'due the United States of America,
solely from the revenues mentioned' in and for interest to
that amount then due on its Student Union Bond, Series 1957,
dated December 1, 1957, and numbered
•

President
Attest:

Secretary
(Provision for Registration)

I

The within Bond may be registered as to principal on books to
be kept for such purpose by the Comptroller,of the University
of New Mexico, as Registrar, upon pr~sentation hereof to such
Registrar,who shall make notation of such registration on his
b'ooks and in the registration blank bel,ow, and this Bond may
thereafter be transferred only upon written assignment of the
registered owner or his attorney thereunto duly authoriz'ed,
duly acknowledged or proved, which transfer shall be made 'on
such books' and endorsed hereon by the Registrar. If so registered this Bond may thereafter be tranEferred to bearer and .
thereby transferability by delivery shall be restored, but
this Bond shall again be subject to successive registrations
and transfers as before., The principal of this Bond, if
registered, unless registered to bearer; shall be payable
only to the registered owner or his legal representative.
Notwithstanding the registration of this Bond as to principal,
the coupons shall remain payable to bearer and shall Gontinue
to be transferable by delivery.
Date of
Registration

I

Name of
Registered Owner

Signature
of Registrar

...

~

Section 2. .That the, net :revenues. to :he :d~riv·ed:. ,from .
the op:eration" :and·, .ownership of. the build:i:ng: inc'lU:<ling';: p;ut not_···
limited to " .theBooksto.re., Cafeteria and. '1'00<1:· service; .f,a:c'ilitie s,
and, tlle.- gross revenues- to :be _derived from. a st,ud'ent:'.union building: fee ,for. ·which pr,ovision:is, hereinafter',maae:;..are:Ato·'.the extent nece.ssary to ,carrY out the provisions" hereof, hereby ~ir
revocably::pl,edged, to. the.. payment '. of principal of' and'int.erel;?t
on' the)Bonds.,and ,to. the carrying. out of the, pro:v:isi:ons:':of' this'
resol:ution., None of the,Bonds. shall he,entitled:to:,pr~prity
one over the othe.rin the application, of said ,revenues·' '01' the
building" regard'less' of 'the fact that some, 'of" the:; Bond:s:'may be
delivered.prior to the delivery of other Bonds. of the issue.
So long as any of' the Bonds. herein authorized remain. outstanq.ing the' Board agre'es"that.' it-'will: not issue anyadditional'J3onds
or obligations payable from said revenues except:. in, such_m~er
that, the application of' said revenues to such additio'nal. Bonds
or obligati.ons is fully juni.or and subordinat.e." inallr.espects .
to' the application thereof' to the requirements. of.. thisre:Solution"that in no event' while any of. the Bonds_ r.emain.out:standing will. the: Board mor,tgage, or. encumber the" buil:ding ,o+" any
part thereof., except that the furnishings and 'equipmen,t-t;hereof. may be disposed. of if they are replaced, with the· furp.i:-sh~
. ings' and equipment of. not less. ,than equal., value, and·that it
will operate and maintain the building. and keep it in first
classcondi"tion, and repair.
Secti-on.8. That from. ·'and"af,ter.the"date"on,which
any ,portion ,of the-building. becomes, revenue-producing(the
groBs'revenues derived from the. operat,ion. 0 r ownership _of ·the
building,including all_rentals, fees~,~., charges, .inc'ome 'and
revenue-of every·'nature arising from, sucnoperatiou:.or-oymership, ~_there being specifically included. (but without, liw.ita- .'
tion) the Bookstore, Cafeter.ia and food servic.ec'f.acilitiesto
be:-locat.ed inth@: 'building., and including-_insuch-rev:enuesall
proceeds -of 'th;e collect ion of the student union buil:ding fee,
for which provision is hereinafter made, shalL:-be.-pafud.~from
day to day as· ,received into a fund separate ~and 'apart-';from all
other funds: of the, Boa.rd and of the Univ~rsit.y; which. fund
shall. be called the,II'1957 Project Revenue:Fund'Accouni;i~,"yvhich
fund i,s-sometimes hereinafter referred, to as the_: "Revenue~ Fund, II
and· which.Fund> shall. be h.eld in the. custody- of, the;~Treasurer
.
of the Board separate and. apart from allotheF fUnds· oir:- the
Board and shall be maintained. so long as any . of'_the Bonds are
outstanding tn a bank which. is;::nmember of the.F:ederal Deposit
Insurance Corporation and shall be expended. and.' u-sed by;·~the
Treasurer only ,in the . manner and order h~reinbel0w _speeiJ'ied:.
(a) The reasonable operating and maintenance- expenses
of the building" as;defined by Section 73-29~7; NewMexico'
.
Statutes, ,1953C-sometime_s _herein _call~d,.. IIC~rent ..~pens:es"),
but excluding all general administrative expenses, of the
Board and of theUniYersity and the payments hereinafter
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required to be. made into the Building Maintenance>·and Equipment Reserve Account, shall. be payable;' as. a, first: charge,
from, the, Revenue Fund, as the same bec ome due and" payable.
(b) After paYment of Current Expense,s, as above
provided, monies in" the ,Revenue Fund shall, to the amount
herei-naf,ter required, be paid into the Student Union, Building ,Bond" and, Interest and Retirement Fund.ofJ:957 'hereina:fter created. The Bo.ard expressly covenants and agrees '
with. the· holders of the Bonds from time to time that, the
rates and charges imposed for the use of. the building and
t,he facilitie.s" ,and services, rendered ther.eby"including all
r.entals" fees, charges" income and revenue ofevexy nature
ari,sing from, such, qperation or ownership, there being' specif- '
ically icncluded (blit~.w:i.:thout limitation), the Bookstore, '
Caf,eteria and., food service facilities to be, locat,ed in the
building, and including in such. revenues the proceeds' of the
student union building, f.ee for. which provi,sion is hereinafter
made, ' shalL always be maintained at such, levels as, will.provid.e sufficient funds with which to pay all,CurrentExpenses;
as same become due a,nd" payable, and to meet the, d,ebt service
requirements, on the outstanding Bonds for the, then current
year and to provide and maintain ,a debt service reserve of,'·
$10,000, as hereinafter provided.

I
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There is hereby created for the 'purpose of paying
principal of and. interest and, redemption premiums, on the
Bo,nds, a fund to be known as the "Student Union Building, Bond
and,'Interest and Retirement Fund of 1957" (hereinafter. sometimes referred to as the "Bond. Fund"), into which. there,' ,shall
be deposited in each fiscal year while any of. the Bonds,. remain
outstanding" .from the money in the Revenue Fund, after payment of, alL Curr.ent Exp.enses as above provided., on. or before.
May 15 ,and. November 15 of each such year, . the balance rema7.ning
in the Rev,enue, Fund, ..until t:Q,e money and. the current liquidating
value, of. any investments held. in. the Bona. Fund ar,e· together
sufficient to meet all paYments required to be made for'principal, and int,erest falling due on the Bond~ in, the 'then current ,
fi,scal" year,. plus a debt' service reserve of $10,000, and t:p.ereaft,er on or be.fore May 15 and. November' 15, such transf.e:r: .shall
be, made from the Revenue Fund to the Bond. Fund as may be
necessary t,o ,pay principal and interest falling due.on. the Bonds
in the current fiscaL year and to maintain the, debt serv;Lqe
res.erve in the sum" of $10,000. The 'fi,scal year. for the, pu;r-pose
of thi,s resolution shall, be,· a year commencing on July 1 of each
year and. ending on. the, last day of the. following June.
'
(c) There is hereby c:r;eated in the, hands of the
official depository of the ]?oard a separate account to be
known as, the "Building Maintenance and Equipment Reserve
Account," into whichthe:r;-e shall be deposited from the Revenue
Fund, on or before, the cl.Qse of each. fi~cal ye~r; after. all '
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other: payment,s r~quired to be made. therefrom, in.suc,h, f~scal
year shalL have. been. made, so far. as it permi.tt.ed . by law,
the balance remaining,. therein, until the money and. the'
current. "liquidating value of any investments, held... in 'said
Account shall aggregate. $300,000, aft.er which .such" paym.ents
may be disc.ontiriued but shall be re.sumed. wheneverne'cepsary
to res:tore the, amount :in the Ac,count to its full."required
figure of$300~,QOO., Money in. the Building Maintenance and
Equipment, He,serve Account may be drawn on and" used by the
Board, from, time. to time as needed for the purpose.. of,"paying
the cost. of unusual or extraordinary maint.enance or .repairs,
renewals. and replacements for the building or for' the, renovation or·,replac.ement 'of the furnitur.e and Equipment of' the
'
buLl9.ing not paid as part. of the ordinary :and. normal expense
of opera~ing and maintaining the building,.· Whenev.er the tD-oney
and. the. current liquidating value of the 'inve:stme.nt:s. ip. the
Bond .Fund., , including t~e debt s.ervic.e. reserve' ther:ein.,' fall
below the, 'amount..required to meet. the principal. and ,inte'rest
falling due 'on, the, Bonds in the then current fiscal year
plus, the required debt s,ervice res.erve of$IO,OOO,s,tiCh., aplount
shaLL be, tr,ansferred from the Building_Maintena:r;i.c,e alid,'Equipment Res.erve ,Account to. the Bond, Fund as will be sufTici'ent
to bring the money in, the Bond Fund and debt, service re,serve
up to their full required amount.•
If in. any fiscal year the af.ore,said. pledged, revenues
of the building are insufficient to make. the payments ,he;reinaboye re,quired to be made ,therefrom, such. def.iciency shall. be
made,.up from. the, first available revenues, of,. the buLLding and
the :pledged f,ees.. in the foJ}owing fiscal year or years •.
For the purpose of assuring the prompt payment of
the. first interest payment to fall due. on the· ·Bonds",~there
shall be paid into the Bond Fund at the time. the Bonds are
delivered., to the purchasers thereof all money' received. from
such purchasers as accrued interest, if any.
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No further payments .need be made ;Lnto ,the· Bond.. Furid
when the money in that fund is sufficient to pay' all principal'
of' and "interest to maturity on, the Bonds then remain:i;,ng outstanding.
'
For the purpose.s of thi.s resolution, the, official
depository of the, Board in which are to be. ke:pton deposit
the Bond. Fund. and the Building Maintenance and Equipment
Reserve Account shall be the"bank in. the City: of Albuquerque,
hereinabove named· as. a paying agent for the Bonds. Said:
official depository is hereby designat,ed. as. Trustee fop the
holders of the ,Bonds to receive, hold and payout ,the·. ,money-s
deposit.ed.. with it as hereinproYided., to retainrin its ,
custody satisfactory' eyidences of the carrying of· the· 'insurance
for which. provision is hereinafter made, and to perform:'such
other 'duties as may be herei.n specified. It shall be the duty

.
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of the Trustee to make such suitable credit arrangements with
the New York. paying agent for the Bonds as will, to the· extent
of the money in the aforesaid fund and account, assure the
prompt payment of. the Bonds and. coupons. pre.sented at either
pl.ace of' payment. '_ The money in all· funds and account;s herein
created shall be secured. in the manner re.quir·ed by law· for
the security of state funds. The money in. the ,Bond, J!und,
including the debt. service reserve there·in., and. in. the Building. Maintenance and Equipment Reserve Account. shall be, treated
by the depository 0S trust funds, the beneficiaL interest ir:).
which, shall be in the. holders of the Bonds from time to time •
. Money in. sa,id. Fund and said Account may', in"the, discretion
of the Board, be inve.sted in. direct obligations of. or ob;Ligations the principal of and interest on whicb;are·. guar.anteed
by the.. United. States.. of America, in, which. ca~ec' alL int:.erest
received from such. investments shall be. added to the money·
in. the' Fund. or Account from which the· mon.ey was taken for
investment and whenever necessary, such,' investments shall, to
the eXtent need~d to make paYments required. to be' made. from
the p.ertinentFund,.or .,Account, be liquidated, by the Trustee
at the.redemption. pI:ices. specified therein, if any·are. pertin,ent., and. if not, at prevailing market prices, and shall be
applied, to the. making, of the required. payments. The· Board
covenants that it will make or cause to be made contractual
arrangement.s. in conf.ormitory herewith.,
'<.

.
(d) All net revenue s. of the building, as. such net
revenues are· above d.efined, which. remain. at. the. end..of each
fiscal year aft,er. all paYments. hereinabove required, to be.
made from the Rev~nue Fund ·in such fiscal' year shall .have been'
made and af,ter all. deficiencies in such payments. existing
from prior fiscaL years shall have been. remedied. may, at the
close of. such ,fiscaL year,. be withdrawn from. the Revenue Fund
and deposited. to the credit of a special. II Redempt ion; Account"
within. the Bond. Fund and. used for the purpose.of.redeeming
on the. next inter.est paYment date; in amounts of not less, than
$5,000, as. many of the Bonds as are then.,r.edeemableand can be
redeemed" with, the amount so available, or may be used. by the
Board for the construction of.. improvements or. additiop.s to
the building , for the purchase of' furnishings and . equipment
,therefor, . or for the financing of other facilities for the
housing and feeding, of stud.ents.
.
Section. 9. That th~ Board c'ovenant$ ,and, agrees .
with the original purchasers. of the Bonds and with.. the suc':'. .
cessi-ve holders. thereof fr.om.' time t'o time that. inc:onsideration
of t'he use andavaiiabilit.y of the building 'for the: benefit of
the. st-q.dents· enrolled at the University, it, will' impos.e and
collect fir'om such students, student union. building :;fees in
such. amoiints as may pr9ve to be necessary from time.to.time
to make the revenues of the building fully adeq1lcite·tocarry
out all of the reqqirements-ofthis re~olution.- The proceeds
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of such f.ees. shall, be considered. to be :one: of the. revenues
of 't:Q,e building and'shall be. treated in allre.spect·s. as pther
revenues'of t.he ..b uilding are herein re,quiI;ed to be allocated
and. expend-ed. While, any of the Bonds remain. outst.andiirg; such
·fees 'shall' never be. less than. $16 for each -full .....t ·iine··student
for each regular. term. and, $6 for each, part-time stud'ent: for
each. r,egular term. tlRegul,ar term" fO'r the purposes, of> this
resolution shall be understood to mean the' peri6d.cOIlUll!.ep.c.ing
on approximately September 15 of each calendar year.and:e;nd.ing
on appr,oximately June 10 of the :following cal-.end.ar. year,; .:and .
any "Stud.ent registered for more than. seven hours'" work. 'in such
regular. term shall. be regarded asa full.-time st.u(ient.

I

Section 10. That the Board agree:s toke,e]:) the building., including i ts""{urnishings and equiprrient,continti.ously insured,. through, fire and extended coyerage insurance'. against
loss or damage by fire, lightning, hurricane, exp'losion end'
other hazards:, in amounts sufficient to provide for not less
than· full recoyery whenever the loss from causes. covereu by
such insurance does ,not exceed ei,ghty percent (80%.) of·the .
full'insurabl,e value o:f the damaged property.. Ea.ch.:i:nsu,rance
policy required by the foregoing and -following. ~:provis-i0ns of
this section shall:' be ac.ceptable to the. Trustee above named and
shall contain a clause making _alL losses.. payable --to. the, Ti?t1.stee
as its int~rest may appear.- In case of loss -the proceeds of
insurance shall be promptly applied to the repair or re-storationof the building and contents to their~former condition.
If the 'funds --received from said insurance policies or ·o1Jher"
wise on C?-cc~ount of any loss shall be insuff.icient to make the
building ·ag.ain._usable for its intended· p'urpose·, '~then, the·(funds
received by reason ,of such loss shall be deposited in the, Bond
Fund. and, shall be applied" with any other moneyl~gal,lY'available, for" such, pur.pose.s, to the retirement of-Bonds •. ' ,Tb;e,Board
agrees that so long a~ the money and investmentf?'; in' the Bond,
Fund, .includ.ingthe. debt service reserye, ar.e,· in the·aggr,egate
less than $10,000 plus the sum~neededto pay alL pr..i:nc'ip'al -and
intere.st payable. therefrom which will fall due'duringtlle ~ ,
current fiscal .year it will alsocar,ry oI).. ,the building. use aild'
occupancy insurance in an amount. suf.ficient toena-bl,e,' the) l30ard
to deposit in. the Bond Fund out of t'heproqeeds· of, such insurance' an·amount equal to the sum which,'would have been ,normally
availabl,e, for deposit in such fund. from. the'revenu.es ot the
damaged property during th.e time the. damaged property is. nonrevenue producing.: as a result of loss of use·c.aused,~~!:by_ ha,zards .
covered by the fire and extended coverage insurance, h.ereinabove
agre,edto' be. carried. AlL proceeds deriyed from such· use' and
occupancy policies shall be -treated as net· revenues;derived .
from. the building and shall. be deposited i n the- B6nd~;Fund.. ~1+e
insurance for which provision.' is. made: in this section. shall in.:;.
cludebbiler insurance covering any steam"boilers. s e r v \ i n g a n Y ' 1
part ,of the building., which. insurance shall be maintained in the
minimum amount of '$50,000( In addition to the insurance above
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described, the Board will also maintain, in. force as long as
any of. the Bonds remain outstanding public l.iability ip.surance with limits of not less. than. $50,000 for one persop. and
. $100,000 for more than one. person involved. in any oneaccident, protecting .. the .. Bo.ar<t from claims for. bodily injury which
may arise from the'operation of the building or any part thereof., or from the use or occup'ancy of grounds, structure.s and
vehicles;.
.
Section 11. That the Board further covenants and
agree.s to cause tobe kept proper and. accurate books of. record
and account (s.eparate and apart from all. o.ther. records and:
account.s) in which. complete. and correct entries shall be made
of all transactions relating ·to the operation and. maint·.enance
of the building. and. the allocation and' application of th.8 .income an.d:revenues thereof, inclUding the student union. building fe~s for which provision is. above mad,.e, and that such
hooks shall.. be avail.able for inspection, by .the".holder of. any
of the Bonds at reasonable hours and.. under reasonabl.e. conditions,. Not more, than one hundred twenty dayS' af.terthe:close
of each fiscal year-the Board agrees· to furnish ..to t'he Trllstee
. above appointed. and. to each. holder of any of the Bonds who may
so request in writing, a.complete operating anq. income, state- .
ment covering the. operation of the building for such fiscal
year, 'c'~rt,ified by the Auditor of - the. state of New Mexico or,
at the option of the Board~ by reputabl.e independent auditors
to be. employed by the Board.
Section 12. ·That the. provisions of this resolution
. shall constitute acontract between the Board 'and the holders
of :the Bonds from. time to time., which contract shall he..subj ect
to enforcement by such, holders by the bringi~g of appropriate
action,either at law or in equity, in any court of competent
jurisdiction.
.
Section 13. That the Board agree~ withthapurchasers
of,the Bonds that on. or before. the. substantial completion of
th-e, ~u:f.lding, it will provide. from sources other than the
proceeds of. the. Bonds and from so1,irces and in. a manner :which
will not unfavorably affect the security of the Bonds, the
furnishings and movable equipment necessary to the, full enjoyment of the use, occupancy and operation of the building~

I

Section 14. ~hat saie of Bonds. numbered. i. to 1000,
inclusive, to Blytlland Company, Inc •. of Chicago, Illinoip and
assoc=!-ates, at the principal amount thereof plus. accrued interest
to the date of ~eliYery and. a premium.of, $109~50, and the sale
of Bonds numbered 1001 to '3000, inclusive, to. the United States
of America at theprincipalamo-unt thereofpl.us accrued interest
to the date of delivery is hereby approved and confirmed.
The Bonds shall be printed and, executed.
as soon as may
, .

be after the adoption of this resolution and...shallbe thereupon. delivered to the purchasers thereof, either 'at one"time
or from time. to time, but in. such a manner' that no' part of
Bonds'numbered 1001 to 3000,. inclusive, is deliver,ed..·ea+lier
than. the delivery of Bonds numbered. 1 to 1000, inclus;i.ve;
pursuant· to payment of the agreed purchase price thereof to
the Comptroller, who ':1.s the officiaL charged by .law 'witll the
duty of receiving and. eli sbursing the. funds of the. Board.: So'
much. of the proceeds of the sal.e of the. Bonds as does not
represent accrued interest shall be 'paid inno.. asp.ec.i.al construction . account to be' established with a banle or banks' which
ar.e membe.rs of the Fe(ieral Depo.sit Insurance Corporation.
Monies. in the Construction Accountshall.:beexpended 'only for
such purpose.s as shall have been previously specified. iil:' a
signed certificate· or purposes filed with. and. approved. by the·
original purchasers. of the. bonds or a dUly authorizedrepre-'
sentative t h e r e o f . '
' .
Section 15. That the Board agrees that, to the
extent that it hasnow or at the time of any such. mutilation
or loss, legal authority to do so, if any Bond.ispuedi:hereunder with. the. coupons appert.aining shall. become.mutil,ated or
be lost, stolen or, destroyed, prior to the.payment tb,ereof .
a. new, Bond, including coupons of like.tenorand.dateand bearing :the ,same number,.will he prepared, executed·.anddelivered,
either in exchange for and . upon. cancellation' 6f the mutilated
Bond and. its coupons, or in. substitution'for,the'BQndp'and
coupons. lost, stolen or destroyed, but such exchange or substitution shall be made only upon re.ceipt of.:,sati.sf.ac.t..ory
evidence of the loss, theft or destruction. 'of such. Bond and
its. coupons" proof. of ownership thereof,' indemnity.sati.sfacto~y:
to the Board and payment of the cost of prepar·ing such: Bond
and' coupons. . '
.
.
Section.16. That. it is hereby covenanted and, agreed
by the Board that notwiti:p;standing other faciliti·,e,s'whi.ch may .
at any future .time be· available at. the Universi.t.y whicllc:may
be competitive with. the facilities afford.ed bythe'bui'lp;ing,
·and other facilities which. may be available for ·the'- serving
.
of meals to students, ·theBoardwill require· sufficient use
of the building so that the' building .shalL at .all. times.d'!ll'ing
the regular and' summer scholastic terms' be ut±:Iizad' ·as·nearly
as po.ssibl.e. to one hundred per cent of its capacity, and will
require '8, suff.ici.ent .number. of studentstomake.. 'use,:o.t. the
dining facilities·whichmake up a part of the build:Lng 7 so that
said facilities will.be utilized as nearly as possible. to one
hundred.. per cent of their capacity, ano.that· so' far as may be
don.e without viol.ating: any contraet rights' vested in the.
holders, of any outstanding obligations of: the Board', the' ;Soard
will to'the. extent necessary require use of such dining
facilities in. preference to any other dining fac.ilities.. It
is further cov.enanted and agreed that the rates 'and ch,arges
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to be imposed lor the use of other. facilities. available for
use by students at. the 'University whicoh are similar tp the,
facilities afforded by the, building and. which are:· owned, or, controlled by the Board will be not more or. less favorable to the
users tp.ereoftlian the rates and, charg.es .imposed forfacil;i.ties
supplied by' the building.
.
.
S,ection 11. That if. any one or moreprovisiop.s of'
this.resolution shall ever be held. to be invalid. or ineffective·for any reason, such holding. shall not affect. the'validity and enforceabilit.y of the remaining prOYisions, hereof.
Section 18. That all resolutions or parts thereof
in conflict herewi.th. be and the same are, hereby repealed and
that this resolution. shalL become effeytive immediately after
its adoption.
.
Adopted and approved this 3rd day.ofApril, 1958.
REGENTS OF THE. UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
By: /s/ Jack Korber
President

I

Attest: .
/s/ Finlay MacGillivray
.Secr~tary

Thereupon the following. resolut'ion was. introduced in. written
form, by Dorothy Woodward, was read. in full. arid pursuapt.to
motion'made by Wesley Quinn and seconded. by Finlay, MacGillivray,
was adopted by the following vote:
.
Aye:·' . Dorothy Woodward
Ralph R•. :):Jopez
Wesley Quinn .
Finlay MacGiliivray
Nay:

None.

The resolution was· thereupon signed' by the. President., attested
by the Secretary and declared.·to be. in .effect, and is as follows:
A RESOLUTTON fixing an initial scheduleoi' ;rates'
and charges for the facilities to be. acquired with
the proceeds of. $3,000,000 Student Union.Bonds,
Series 1957, of the Regents of the University of
New· Mexico.
WHEREAS the Regents of the University of New Mexico have this
day adopted a resolut=!-on entitled:"

9 ",8'','
.,'
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llARESOLUTIONproviding for the construction of
a certain in.comecp'+-"oQ.ucing building .and f.ac:ilities
for the University of New Mexico, authorizing the
issuance of",B.onds for the purpose of paying the'
cost thereof, confirming the sale. of such. ',Bonds,
providing for the payment of p~incipaL of -arid
interest on such. Bonds, and entering into. cet:'tain
covenants and agreements in. that, connection •.'.'

I

and ..
WHEREAS the Bonds authorized by said resolution have been in
part ·sold. to the United. States of America pu~('.suant. . to_.Loan
Agreement dated: as of November 1, 1957;
. and
,
.

WHEREAS one of the conditions of said.LoanAgreement~is that
there shall be. adopt ed prior. to the issuance of. the Bond~s to
be issUed. pursuant thereto, an initial schedule of rates and
charges for the use of the facilities, the net revenues of
which are pledged to the, payment of such. Bonds;
NOW, THEREFORE,. Be It ' Resolved. by. the: Regents of the· University
of New Mexico that the initial schedule of rates. and charges
for the use and, availability of the building and facilities to
be acquired. with the proceeds of such Bonds, but which. sch:edule
shall be' subject to such. changes from time t.o time. as may prove
necessary in order to carry out the covenants.contained ~p the
aforesaid resolution and in. order to permi,t the. prompt· making
of all payments therein. required.':to be made from such revenues,
shall be as fol;Lows:
Student Union Building Fees
Per full-time student per regular term
Per part-time student per regular term.

/
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$16.00
6.00

Adopted and approved April 3, 1958.
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF. NEW IviEXICO
By:

lsi

Jack Korber
. ;president

Attest:

lsi

Finlay MacGillivray
Secretary

It was moved by Mr. Quinn and seconded, by Mr. MacGillivray.
that this resolution be approved. Carried.

* * * * * *

I

It was ,moved by Mr. Quinn and. seconded by Mr. MacGillivray
that the Construct-ion Account for the Student Union '
Building be maintained at th.e Albuquerque National. Bank,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Carried.
..

Student
Union
Building
Construction
Account

* * * * * *
A. new University. medical and hospital insurance plap. was
submitted to the Regents by President Popejoy. Also
included were bids from ten insurance companies. President Popejoy pointed out that the low .bidder, the
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association., 'had be.en in
the insurance field for a.number. of years and. that its
entire insurance company was for staffmemhers. of colleges and universities. He also stated that in the
main the new.-plan. had. important features, as. follows.

Medical and
Hospital
Insurance for
Unive'rsity
Staff

Staff members wop.ld pay the entire cost of the plan.
A staff member would pay the first $50.00 of the
medical charges for each. illness.
The insurance company would-pay the first $500.00
of hospital charges. and 8.~~ of additional amounts.
Surgeons' fees, X-ray charges, etc., would. be paid
by the insurance company up to 80% of the total cost •
•

The lifetime maximum allowed for all medical and
surgical charges is $15,000.
President Popejoy stated. that a.facultycommittee had. beeD;
studying this matter for approximately one. year and. that
the members of this committee had voted unanimously to
recommend its adoption by the faculty and, the Regents.
The University faculty voted overwhelmingly for the new
plan.
,

It was moved by Mr. Quinn, and.' seconded~ by Mr.• MacGillivray
that the low bid from Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association be accepted, with. the understanding that 'it be
approved by University legaL counsel. Carried.
******

I

A contract agreement between the University of New Mexico
and. Roy. A. Hilliard.& Associates, Inc., to design and
select furnishings. for the new University of New Mexico
Student Union building, was presented to the Regents,
with a recommendation by ·Mr.• John Gaw Meem, arch~tect
for the building, that it be approved.

Interior
Decorating
of Student
Union
Building

It was moved by' Mr. MacGillivray and.. secqnded by Dr. ~opez
that this agreement be approved. Carried.
.
Easement
Request

I.

An easement request from. ~he ]2ubl·ic ,Service Company.' of New
., Mexico was. presented t'o the Regents.. It provided that· the
utility company would. be permitted. to construct anel.ectric
power line across Centra·l between, Yale .and, Cornell. It was
pointed out 'by President Pop.ejoy that in,hisopini,on, this
property did, ~ot belong to, the Vniversity but was, he~d in
fee ..simple t,itle by the city of AlbuqueFque.

It was moved by I1r,. Lopez and seconded. by Mr. Quinn that
the easement be granted if it sho,uld.develop·that~.the
land belonged. to the University, with the.: additional request that the Public Servic.e :Compan;v. be . asked .'t,o· place
the lin~. under Central Avenue paving.. Carried.
'",,"'

Lease to
Tau Kappa
Epsilon
Fraternity

/

* ** ,*. * *

A lease agreemen~.between.the University of New Mexico and
Tau Kappa. Epsilon Frat~rnityfor University, bui.ldings 10-'
cat ed' at 905 Buena Vista Drive SE w.as considered by ''the
Regent s .:( or the ,second time. Pr,esident Pope,j.oy stat ed
that the lease was prepared by University att'orIley:,~ and
took care of 8J.l the contingencies di.scussed at the
previous. meeting •

..

It was moved by Mr. Quinn. and seconded. by Dr. Lopez
thatt this agreement be approved. Carried.

1

* * * * *' *
Presiding
Officers
for Baccalaureate and
Commencement

President Popejoy requested ,that the Regents select the
presiding officers for the i958 commenc,ement and 'baccalaureate exercises.'
It was moved by Dr. Lopez and seconded, by Mr. MacGillivray
that t he saine, offic.ers preside th.i,s year as were used !ast
year, namely, lI4r. Jack Korber, chairman or: the comm~nce
ment, exerCises, and, Dr. Dorothy Woodward,' chairman of the
baccalaureate exercises. Carried.

*
Faculty
Contracts

* *.*

* *

Faculty and administrative contracts, resignations, retiremep.ts, sabbatical. leave·s,. and, a leave of absence
were presented. to the Rege~ts as follows.

I
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A.

GRADUATE ASSISTANTS

Name

Title

Morimoto, Edward

Graduate Assistant
in Chemistry

B.

Sem. II. Salary

$533 (suppl.ement)

LOS ALAMOS

Hansen, Gordon E.

Professor of Enginee+,ing,
part-time
640

Koschmann, Arnold H.

Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering

620 (supple1)1ent)

Tesche, Frederick R•.

Professor of Electricai
Engineering, part-time

480

Wyman"

Marvin

Professor of Engine.ering,
part-time
640

E.

Visiting, Instructor in
Mod.ern. Languages

640 (supplement)

Eber, Gerhard R.'

Lecturer in,Mechanical
Engineering~ part:"'time

800

Fannin., Bob M.

Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering

750 (supplement)

Fernandez, Const antino,

Lecturer. in Mechanical
Engineering, part-time

800

Gschwind, Hans W.

Lecturer in. El.ectrical
Engineering., part-time

1, 000

Shaw, Nonna D.

I

1957-58

C.

I.

HOLLOMAN

RESIGNATIONS AND TERNuNATIONS

Diaz, Albert James, Sp.ecial Collections. Librarian, effective
March 31, 1958. '
.
.

.

Geddes, Ezra· W., Assistant Profe·ssor of Sociology, effe.ctive
July 1, 1958.
Kne.ese, Allen,. Assistant Professor of Economics, effective
July 1, 1958. '

I

Lee, Elizabeth., Instructor in Mathematics (Temporary), ef.fective
July 1, 1958.

Resignations and Terminations, (continued)
'.,.

Re.igstad" Mfirj orie; Assist ant Referep.ce Librarian, effective
July 1, 1958~
1"

I

Rightley,', Edward. C., Associate Prof,essor of Mechanical. Eilgi.neering, effective, July 1, 1958.
Shaw, Nonna.D., Visiting Instructor in Modern Languages; effective
July 1, 1958.
Sherman, Ormajene Steller, Instructor in Home Economics,.ef.fective
July 1,.1958.
.
Stockton, Bill, Head Basketball Coach. and Assistant Professor of
PhysicaL Education, . effective July 1,. 1958.
.
-.

Suttle, John F., Director of. the Graduate Center, Los A;I..amos
Scientific Labo;r-atory and AssociateProfessor.oi'..9hemistry,
effe~tiv~ July 1, 1958.
II.

RETIREMENTS,

Gausewitz, A. L., Dean of. the College· o'f Law' and Professor of
Law, effective July 1, 1958.
Johnson, Roy W., Prof:essor of Physical. Education, effective
July 1, 1958.
III •. LEAVE OF ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY

I

Martin, Abram V_, Associate Professor of. Mathematics ,'leave
of absence without; pay for the academic. year. ·1958~59·to a~cept
an. exchange professorship at. the Universit.y of She'ffielD.,
Sheffield, England.
.
IV.

SABBATICAL LEAIlES. OF ABSENCE

Arms, George., Professor of Englisn, sabbatical.. leave for the
academic year 1958-59, for research.
Crowell, Norton B., Associate ,Professor of English., sabbatical
leave during. Semester II, 1958-59, for research. ,
Douglass, Ralph, Professor of Art, sabbatical leave du+ing
Semester I, 1958-59, for creative painting and revi~ion of
text, "Calligraphic Le.:ttering."

w..,

Fleck., Martin.
Associate Professor. of Bi.ology, sabbatical
leave for Semester I; 1958-59, for study and resear6h~' (Request
for sabbatical. leave for Semester I, 1957-58, granted November
16,1957, was withdrawn. in order that Professor Fleck· could
assist in the TV.program.)

I
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Sabbatic.al Leaves. of Absence. (continued)
Hibben, Frank, C., Professor of Anthropology and. Curator of the
Museum, sabbaticaL leave. for. Semester II, 1958-59, for research
in the Sudan, Africa •.
LaPaz, Lincoln, Professor of Mathematics and Astron0II?:Y, Director
of the Institute of Meteoritics, sabbatical leave. for the academic
year 1958-~9, for resear.ch and writing in the field, of Meteoritics.
Owens, Cullen B., AS.sociate Professor of Speech, sabbatical leave
for Semester II, 1958-59, for research in England.. in the field
of British Public Add~ess.
Based on the recommendation of President Popejoy, it was moved
by Dr. Lopez and. seconded by Mr. Quinn.. that the above. faculty
and administrative contracts, r.esignations, retirements,
sabbatical leaves, and leave of absence be approved. Carried.

* * * * * *
The meeting recessed at 2:15 PM,
of the Regents.

sUbj~ct

APPROVED:

ATTEST:

Beret ary-TreaBUr

I

to call by the President

